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threatens social enterprise performance and survival. We argue that financial incentives can 

address this problem by redirecting employee attention to commercial tasks and attracting 

workers less inclined to fixate on social tasks. In an online experiment with varying incentive 

levels, monetary rewards succeed in directing worker effort to commercial tasks; high-

powered incentives attract less prosocial employees, but low-powered incentives do not 

alter workforce composition. Social enterprises combining monetary rewards with a social 

mission not only attract more workers, but are also able to guard against revenue drift.
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1 Introduction

Social enterprises that simultaneously pursue profits and purpose face the di�cult challenge of

allocating scarce employee attention and e�ort among often-competing commercial and social

tasks (Austin et al., 2006; Short et al., 2009; Besley and Ghatak, 2017; McMullen and Bergman,

2017). In an incentive system geared towards mission motivation, employees frequently trade o�

operational concerns for beneficiary needs and ultimately allocate insu�cient e�ort to promoting

vital economic goals (Tracey et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2013; Stevens et al., 2015; Staessens et al.,

2019). This type of ‘revenue drift’ (Ebrahim et al., 2014) is common across missions and business

models, a�ecting companies tackling homelessness (Tracey and Jarvis, 2006), work integration

(Bruneel et al., 2016), youth development (Beer et al., 2017), and fair trade (Davies and Doherty,

2019). Since revenue drift threatens social enterprises’ long-run financial viability and survival,

as well as their ability to deliver social impact, understanding and addressing employee e�ort

allocation is fundamental for social enterprises to achieve their promise.

Despite considerable evidence that monetary rewards can shape worker e�ort (e.g., Shaw and

Gupta, 2015; Lazear, 2018), this potentially valuable tool has been largely overlooked in social

enterprise contexts (Battilana and Lee, 2014; Brolis, 2018; Roumpi et al., 2020). We consider

the link between monetary rewards and e�ort allocation, asking: can financial incentives for

commercial action help social enterprises facing revenue drift obtain employee e�ort allocations

closer to their desired balance over tasks? If so, how ‘steep’ should incentives be? To answer this

question, we consider important social enterprise features and draw on organizational theory and

economics (Eisenhardt, 1989; Kaplan and Henderson, 2005) to study ‘incentive’ and ‘selection’

e�ects: rewards’ attention-directing role induces shifts in a given workforce’s e�ort allocation,

while their sorting role engenders changes in workforce composition by attracting possibly less

compassionate workers (Lazear, 2000; Cadsby et al., 2007; Gerhart and Fang, 2014).

Classical multitasking models predict that commercial task incentives induce a complete shift

away from social tasks (Kerr, 1975; Holmström and Milgrom, 1991), but it is theoretically unclear
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whether and how strongly agents respond to incentives in prosocial environments (Miller et al.,

2012; Besley and Ghatak, 2017; Brolis, 2018). We argue that when tasks are complementary for

firms but place competing demands on employee attention, the absence of incentives skews e�ort

allocations as employees favor social impact over revenue generation. We propose that social

enterprises facing such revenue drift can deploy low-powered incentives (small bonuses) to elicit

a less skewed division of employee e�ort across tasks via gentle shifts along both incentive and

selection channels. In contrast, high-powered incentives (large bonuses) risk distorting e�ort too

far towards commercial imperatives and may attract a less prosocial workforce.

We test our predictions in a pre-registered online experiment. This approach overcomes the

limited availability of data on compensation practices and individual e�ort allocations in social

enterprises, as well as the endogeneity of incentive scheme adoption; moreover, it allows us to

unpack the channels linking incentives to e�ort allocation. We recreate essential social enterprise

features in an online laboratory using salient missions and a labor market framing, where subjects

act as employees of firms whose realistic descriptions match typical for-profits, nonprofits, and

social enterprises. Subjects move sliders to allocate e�ort between commercial and social tasks

associated with own and ‘good cause’ payo�s, respectively, and our treatments manipulate the

strength of commercial incentives (own payo�s) in social enterprises and employees’ ability to

choose their preferred organizational form, keeping good cause payo�s constant.

We find that, in the absence of incentives, social enterprise employees are highly prosocial

and a large fraction allocate e�ort to social tasks only, thus replicating our baseline revenue drift

expectation. Monetary rewards attract more workers and elicit a more balanced e�ort allocation

regardless of strength, while we uncover a small, but significant decline in the workforce’s average

compassion with high-powered incentives. Overall, sorting e�ects play a minor role. Instead,

our primary incentive channel e�ect on e�ort allocation is robust to a large set of sensitivity

analyses, as well as an additional experiment where we increase the number of sliders, impose a

strict time limit, allow subjects to choose total e�ort, and explore stronger incentives.
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The paper makes three main contributions to social entrepreneurship. First, we cast social

enterprises as repositories of a multitasking problem and draw on incentive theory to highlight

the revenue drift caused by an overly strong social mission emphasis. Albeit widespread (Tracey

and Jarvis, 2006; Bruneel et al., 2016; Davies and Doherty, 2019), revenue drift has not received

as much or as systematic attention as ‘mission drift’ (Ebrahim et al., 2014; Grimes et al., 2019).1

Monetary incentives can help correct revenue drift, adding to a burgeoning literature on rewards

in social enterprises (Brolis, 2018; Wolfolds, 2018; Moulick et al., 2019; Roumpi et al., 2020)

and on alternative solutions to the trade-o� between economic and social goals, such as job

separation, monitoring, or hiring and socialization tools (Battilana and Dorado, 2010; Ebrahim

et al., 2014; Battilana et al., 2015; Newman et al., 2018). Conceptualizing social enterprises as

multitasking settings with a mission emphasis can aid future theory-building in social enterprise

compensation practices and organizational design (Battilana and Lee, 2014).

Second, we implement an experimental design that causally isolates the normative, attention-

directing role of incentives (Ocasio, 1997; Kaplan and Henderson, 2005; Ethiraj and Levinthal,

2009) from their e�ect on workforce composition (Lazear, 2000; Cadsby et al., 2007). Contrary

to common beliefs among social enterprise actors that incentives may be perceived as controlling,

unfair, or incongruent with organizational values (Austin et al., 2006; Tracey et al., 2011; Dees,

2012; Brolis, 2018), our results show that monetary rewards need not deter socially motivated

workers from joining social enterprises. Instead, low-powered incentives work mainly by directing

attention towards commercial tasks, potentially acting as a coordination device, which may be

particularly important in multiple goal organizations. Our distinctive focus on (prosocial) agents’

e�ort allocation in a mission-driven context further complements work on social preferences and

responses to prosocial incentives in non-mission settings (Andreoni and Miller, 2002; Besley and

Ghatak, 2005; Tonin and Vlassopoulos, 2015; Cassar and Meier, 2018; Cassar, 2019).2

1 Mission drift occurs when firms succumb to powerful interest group pressures diverting organizational actions
away from their original social goals and toward profit-seeking (Ebrahim et al., 2014; Ramus and Vaccaro, 2017).

2 Our question di�ers from that asked by Andreoni and Miller (2002), for instance, who directly elicit individual
preferences over sharing with others in non-mission environments; our question also di�ers from those asked by
Tonin and Vlassopoulos (2015) or Cassar (2019), who study e�ort responses to prosocial incentives (contributions
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Third, we trace out our findings’ implications for social entrepreneurs. By embracing hetero-

geneity in other-regarding values (Miller et al., 2012; Stevens et al., 2015; Besley and Ghatak,

2017) and studying the channels linking incentives to e�ort (Gerhart and Fang, 2014), we show

that monetary rewards do not necessarily crowd out workers’ social motivation or cause mission

drift. This result challenges a typical view and normative pressure in social entrepreneurship that

monetary rewards should be avoided (Bacchiega and Borzaga, 2001; Brolis, 2018) and reinforces

the need to develop commercial skills in social ventures (Åstebro and Hoos, 2021). Interestingly,

incentives attract more employees to social enterprises, possibly helping them alleviate talent at-

traction and retention problems, so we tentatively recommend that social entrepreneurs worried

about revenue drift consider including low-powered incentives in their compensation schemes,

possibly alongside other hiring and socialization or governance practices (Battilana and Dorado,

2010; Ebrahim et al., 2014; Smith and Besharov, 2019).

2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Social Enterprises

Social enterprises tackle social challenges by harnessing market forces (Dees, 2001; Short et al.,

2009; Zahra et al., 2009). Despite diversity in business models, for-profit social enterprises

are a common hybrid organization with clearly stated economic and social goals, or a double

bottom line (Austin et al., 2006; Dacin et al., 2011; Mair et al., 2012). Social ventures occupy a

continuum along the trade-o� between economic and social goals (Baron, 2007; Ebrahim et al.,

2014; Grimes et al., 2019; Shepherd et al., 2019), but most espouse business models where

activities pertaining to each goal are not fully aligned (Gamble et al., 2020).3 Commercial and

charitable pressures place competing demands on attention and resources (Dacin et al., 2011;

Stevens et al., 2015), generating tensions throughout the organization. Due to social enterprises’

to charity). Our paper comes closer to work by Jones et al. (2018) on incentive e�ectiveness and ability sorting in
multitasking environments with and without a mission; our innovation is to consider a setting tailored to social
enterprises where i) a mission is present, but the organization explicitly requires e�ort on both tasks, and ii) we
allow individuals to sort across for-profits, non-profits, and social enterprises as a function of prosociality.

3 This trade-o� is largely avoided in ideal social enterprises, where commercial and social activities are perfectly
aligned, creating blended value (Battilana et al., 2012; Ebrahim et al., 2014).
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typically small scale, sta�ng constraints, and managers’ inability to perfectly monitor employees

(Smith et al., 2013; Doherty et al., 2014; Santos et al., 2015; Battilana, 2018), and the challenges

of splitting jobs between workers (Ethiraj and Levinthal, 2009; Battilana et al., 2015), employees’

discretion over how to trade o� di�erent tasks generally a�ects firm outcomes (Battilana and

Dorado, 2010; Besharov and Smith, 2014; Henderson and Van den Steen, 2015).

Commercial and social tasks are complements for firms as revenue ultimately services social

impact; yet, for workers attending both tasks they are substitutes in terms of attention and e�ort.

For example, in work integration firms, the same employees often ensure financial sustainability

through business activity and disadvantaged workers’ skill development (Tracey et al., 2011;

Pache and Santos, 2013; Battilana et al., 2015; Bruneel et al., 2016).4 When making decisions in

the field, loan o�cers in commercial microfinance organizations must balance loan size, interest

rate, repayment risk, and potential profits on one hand, with reaching the target underprivileged

population on the other (Battilana and Dorado, 2010; Pache and Santos, 2010; Canales, 2014;

Wry and Zhao, 2018). ‘Base of the pyramid’ firm employees must sell products at prices above

cost, yet within the reach of the target population (Santos et al., 2015; McMullen and Bergman,

2017; Prado et al., 2022). Finally, environmental social enterprise employees must balance e�orts

to increase sales with costly ecological protection measures (York et al., 2016).

To guide employee e�ort in the absence of incentives, social ventures may use alternative,

non-financial tools. Hiring and socialization practices that recognize individual motivation het-

erogeneity are promising candidates (Battilana and Dorado, 2010; Besharov, 2014; Hsieh et al.,

2018; Newman et al., 2018), but may su�er from serious limitations. For example, new hires may

have been previously socialized into a di�erent, di�cult-to-undo mindset, and asking workers

to strive for balance may be impractical when founders display biases of their own. E�ectively

managing individual trade-o�s through hiring and socialization thus requires constant dedicated

4 Regarding individual decision-making, one housing worker quoted in Beer et al. (2017) notes: “We need to

get support workers on board with the importance of rent collection... everyone needs to have a common message

[with the young people]”. Another housing worker states: “They [support workers] say ‘Our job is not to collect

rent, it is to get them on a course’. They need to understand that money is what keeps [Youth Futures] going”.
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attention, often a scarce resource.5 Hence, while some social enterprises might rely on these in-

struments, we believe it is worth investigating the role of financial incentives, whose e�ectiveness

in motivating e�ort has been highlighted in economics and management (Jenkins Jr et al., 1998;

Lazear, 2000; Gerhart and Rynes, 2003; Shaw and Gupta, 2015).

2.2 Employee E�ort and Rewards

We study a setting where employees have discretion over how to divide e�ort between commercial

and social tasks and assume total e�ort is limited: even for the most motivated employees, there

are only so many hours in a day, so spending more time on one task carries the opportunity cost

of spending less time on the other.6 This creates a trade-o� between social and commercial tasks.

For simplicity, we assume it is as challenging for employees to exert e�ort in both activities; we

can relax this assumption without changing the logic of our approach. In this framework, social

enterprises want employees to devote e�ort to commercial and social tasks in a specific manner:

depending on business model or cost structure, the desired e�ort split could be, e.g., 30:70, 40:60,

or 50:50. Even if this desired e�ort ‘balance’ is firm-specific, e�ort on only one task implies drift

of some kind when the firm requires both tasks to receive attention, so our hypotheses below do

not depend on what exactly ‘balance’ looks like for any firm.

Our focus on monetary rewards is driven by the idea that incentives are integral to firms’

structural distribution of attention (Ocasio, 1997), perform a normative function by directing

employee e�ort (Kaplan and Henderson, 2005), and can help complex organizations reach their

goals even when not all outcomes can be measured accurately (Ethiraj and Levinthal, 2009).

In contrast to a baseline scenario where a fixed wage is paid regardless of e�ort allocation,

incentives comprise a combination of fixed wage and variable pay for e�ort on a given outcome,

ranging from low-powered (small bonus tied weakly to task e�ort) to high-powered (large bonus

5 Behavior-based governance tools guide individual decisions (Ebrahim et al., 2014; Smith and Besharov, 2019),
but e�ective monitoring requires resources social ventures may not possess, given scarce managerial attention and
the costs of measuring multidimensional performance (Austin et al., 2006; Santos, 2012; Doherty et al., 2014).

6 When we specifically allow subjects to choose total e�ort in an additional study (Appendix H), we confirm
that total e�ort is not an important margin of adjustment.
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tied closely to task e�ort). In principle, incentives can be attached to either task (Wolfolds,

2018), but tend to be applied to commercial tasks, as social impact is di�cult to measure in a

timely and standardized way (Austin et al., 2006; Dacin et al., 2011; Beer et al., 2017). Rewards

can a�ect two action margins. The ‘incentive’ channel relates to how incentives a�ect a given

pool of employees’ e�ort allocation; the ‘selection’ channel relates to e�ects on the employee pool

composition itself, recognizing that workers can self-select into di�erent firm types (Lazear, 2000;

Gerhart and Rynes, 2003; Cadsby et al., 2007; Gerhart and Fang, 2014). Prosocially motivated

individuals who harbor a ‘desire to protect and promote others’ well-being’ (Grant, 2007) tend

to select into social enterprises or nonprofits, whereas those extrinsically motivated by outcomes

such as money tend to select into for-profits (Barigozzi et al., 2018).

2.3 No Incentives in Social Enterprises

Most social enterprises are founded by compassionate individuals seeking to maximize the social

return on their investments (Miller et al., 2012; Grimes et al., 2013; Ruskin et al., 2016; Bacq and

Alt, 2018). Due to imprinting, their other-oriented values permeate the entire organization and

shape its attention allocation to social goals (Zahra et al., 2009; Stevens et al., 2015). Despite

often acknowledging the importance of market mechanisms’ for financial sustainability, social

enterprises rely heavily on the mission they champion to acquire resources (Dees, 2001; Renko,

2013; Smith et al., 2013; Allison et al., 2015; Fosfuri et al., 2016; Barberá Tomás et al., 2019). It is

thus unsurprising that commercial activity is regarded as instrumental, rather than fundamental,

and that the social enterprises context does not punish inferior financial performance to the same

extent as commercial marketplaces (Austin et al., 2006).

In turn, the social mission emphasis attracts employees who share a deep concern for others

(Besley and Ghatak, 2005, 2017; Tonin and Vlassopoulos, 2015; Burbano, 2016; Cassar, 2019),

as well as purely socially motivated volunteers (Doherty et al., 2014), such that social enterprise

employees are as prosocial as nonprofit employees (Borzaga and Tortia, 2006; Depedri et al., 2010;

Bell and Haugh, 2014; Brolis, 2018; Roumpi et al., 2020). Moreover, social enterprise founders
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and employees often have experience working in settings where ‘doing good’ trumps ‘doing well’

(Battilana and Dorado, 2010; Besharov, 2014; Hockerts, 2017). A social sector background may

steer their e�ort allocation decisions, as ‘dangerous idealists’ emphasize the ‘social’ rather than

the ‘enterprise’ aspect of the organization (Battilana and Dorado, 2010; Bacq et al., 2016). In

short, the social enterprise incentive system is often geared heavily towards prosocial motivation,

obscuring the need to generate revenue through commercial activity.

Social enterprises might abstain from using monetary rewards for various reasons. Incentive

theory suggests that rewarding commercial tasks is likely to move employee e�ort away from the

less easily-measured and rewarded social tasks (Holmström and Milgrom, 1991). Founders are

generally averse to such an incentive channel shift, perceived as incongruent with organizational

values or deviant from desired identity, and closely linked to mission drift (Zahra et al., 2009;

Tracey et al., 2011; Andersson et al., 2017; Brolis, 2018; Grimes et al., 2019). Founders may also

worry that incentives attract financially-driven employees uninterested in social tasks, risking

mission drift via a selection channel (Bacchiega and Borzaga, 2001; Austin et al., 2006).

What are the implications of eschewing incentives? Beyond the motivational e�ects of mis-

sion, organizational economics suggests prosocial individuals have a lower psychic cost of exerting

e�ort on the social task (Murdock, 2002; Borzaga and Tortia, 2006; Schnedler, 2008). Absent

incentives, their e�ort allocation is therefore distorted towards the less costly task, leading to

an ‘adverse specialization’ (MacDonald and Marx, 2001) that may reduce financial performance

and limit the resources needed to survive (Smith et al., 2013). Our baseline prediction is:

Hypothesis 0 In the absence of incentives, employees predominantly allocate e�ort to the social
task, at the expense of the commercial task.

Our baseline hypothesis neither asserts what an organization’s optimal balance should be,

nor contends an equal split between commercial and social tasks is ideal. Its core thrust is simply

that regardless of each social enterprise’s specific desired balance (Grimes et al., 2019; Shepherd

et al., 2019), a mission motivation emphasis may lead workers’ e�ort allocation away from that
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target. As long as employees are charged with executing both tasks and enjoy discretion over

how they do so, e�ort allocations solely towards social tasks indicate that a deviation exists and

must be addressed.

2.4 Incentives in Social Enterprises

Can incentives mitigate the problems caused by disproportionate mission emphasis and achieve a

less skewed e�ort allocation? Do low- or high-powered incentives work best? Without prosocial

motivation, the classic two-task multitasking problem insights would directly apply. The absence

of incentives would make workers exert e�ort on both tasks (Holmström and Milgrom, 1991),

while monetary rewards would risk dramatically unbalancing the e�ort allocation towards the

incentivized commercial task (Kerr, 1975). However, the realistic case where a firm emphasizes

its mission and some employees are prosocial complicates the analysis.

When workers di�er in prosociality, a formal analysis predicts that monetary rewards signal a

task’s importance (Kaplan and Henderson, 2005) and make it financially attractive for employees

to perform it (Holmström and Milgrom, 1991), such that all workers’ e�ort allocation responds to

monetary rewards (Canton, 2005). The evidence matches this prediction: diverse experimental

subjects in mission environments respond (modestly) to financial incentives (Jones et al., 2018),

public health agents adjust e�ort regardless of prosociality when monetary rewards are present

(Ashraf et al., 2014), and job training agency employees shift their focus toward more trainable

workers when facing placement success incentives (Heckman et al., 1997; Speckbacher, 2011).

O�ering monetary rewards to prosocial employees in mission-driven social enterprises is thus

likely to induce a shift towards the incentivized commercial task. Yet, the concern remains that

workers may be too responsive to high-powered rewards. Evidence from psychology, economics,

and human resources indicates that strong financial incentives can crowd out prosocial motiva-

tion, especially when perceived to have a controlling nature (Deci et al., 1999; Gneezy et al.,

2011; Shaw and Gupta, 2015) and in prosocial situations, where they contrast with expectations

(Hossain and Li, 2014; Deserranno, 2019; Ganguli et al., 2021).
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We argue this outcome can be averted when low-powered financial incentives are used, gener-

ating a gentler shift among prosocial employees along the incentive channel by lowering workers’

emphasis on the social task. For them, monetary incentives imply a trade-o� between the benefit

of additional income from commercial activities and the lower satisfaction from reduced e�ort

devoted to social activities. In principle, low-powered incentives locate an intermediate position

along this trade-o�, without a complete social task abandonment. Low-powered incentives are

less likely to be seen as controlling than high-powered ones and may be presented as supportive

of social mission by promoting an even-handed approach to achieving organizational goals.

There is another, subtler way that low-powered rewards may shift e�ort allocation via the

incentive channel. In social enterprises, the mission e�ectively elicits social norms, in contrast

to the monetary rewards embedded in commercial settings (Dees, 2012; Bénabou and Tirole,

2016). As Brüggen and Moers (2007) show, exposure to a norm promoting the social mission can

mitigate financial incentives’ ‘distorting’ e�ect, where the distortion refers to the under-provision

of social task e�ort. Social norms can soften the adjustment of (prosocial) employees’ e�ort to

incentives, producing gentler shifts (Nellas and Reggiani, 2015; Bénabou and Tirole, 2016). Low-

powered incentives are less at odds with social norms than high-powered incentives: combining

them with a social norm thus reduces the risk that employees ‘over-react’ and predominantly

expend e�ort on the commercial task, relative to high-powered incentives.

Together, these arguments suggest that social enterprise employees respond to low-powered

monetary incentives by shifting only part of their e�ort towards the commercial task. In contrast,

high-powered ones may lead to disproportionate e�ort devoted to the commercial task. Thus:

Hypothesis 1 Relative to no incentives, low-powered incentives generate a shift in e�ort allo-
cation towards commercial tasks through the incentive channel.

Hypothesis 2 Relative to low-powered incentives, high-powered incentives generate an addi-
tional shift in e�ort allocation towards commercial tasks through the incentive channel.

In addition to directing e�ort choices through the incentive channel, monetary rewards may

operate through a selection channel, attracting more financially-motivated employees to the firm
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(Lazear, 2000; Cadsby et al., 2007; Gerhart and Fang, 2014; Bénabou and Tirole, 2016).7 At-

tracting such workers can be unwelcome to social entrepreneurs (Bacchiega and Borzaga, 2001),

especially if the perceived incongruence between incentives and mission endangers employees’

identification with organizational goals (Akerlof and Kranton, 2005; Besharov, 2014; Andersson

et al., 2017) or if incentives are viewed as ‘unfair’ (Tracey et al., 2011). Founders and prosocial

employees often express concerns over practices originating in commercial settings and prevalent

in for-profits (Lazear and Shaw, 2007; Besharov, 2014; Gerhart and Fang, 2014).

A social enterprise o�ering high-powered incentives may attract extrinsically motivated work-

ers, allowing them to reap personal rewards from commercial task e�ort while exerting less social

task e�ort. Prosocial employees may then consider their other-oriented values under-appreciated

or even devalued by the social enterprise, reducing their motivation to perform (Akerlof and

Kranton, 2005; Besharov, 2014). The shift towards fewer prosocial agents may contrast with the

norm of ‘doing good’, implying that high-powered incentives deter prosocial workers from joining

a social enterprise using such practices (Brolis, 2018) and encourage those currently working in

ones that adopt incentives to quit. The outcome is to alter workforce composition, decreasing

(increasing) the share of employees focusing on social (commercial) tasks. In the extreme, only

financially motivated workers would join the social enterprise deploying high-powered incentives

and they would allocate their entire e�ort to commercial tasks.

In contrast, low-powered incentives place a limit on the in-selection of extrinsically-motivated

employees into social enterprises, as well as out-selection of prosocial ones. Low-powered rewards

are only weakly attractive for extrinsically-motivated employees if they can still do better work-

ing in a for-profit firm, where high-powered incentives abound. This restricts their willingness to

join the social enterprise, diluting their influence on the organization’s goal focus, and reducing

the negative impact on prosocial employees’ selection (Jones et al., 2018). Moreover, a loose

7 Deserranno (2019) finds that financial incentives a�ect candidates’ perception of a new public sector job’s
positive e�ects on society and discourage strongly prosocial agents from applying; in contrast, higher wages and
career benefits attract motivated workers to government jobs (Dal Bó et al., 2013; Ashraf et al., 2020).
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coupling of pay and performance is less likely to challenge the social norm of ‘doing good’, main-

taining a prosocial tone for the organization’s values. The overall e�ect of a small compositional

change following the introduction of low-powered incentives is a slight increase in the proportion

of employees focusing more on the commercial task:

Hypothesis 3 Relative to no incentives, low-powered incentives generate a shift in e�ort allo-
cation towards commercial tasks through the selection channel.

Hypothesis 4 Relative to low-powered incentives, high-powered incentives generate an addi-
tional shift in e�ort allocation towards commercial tasks through the selection channel.

This set of hypotheses works in the same direction as the first, but di�ers in the channel by

which e�ort is a�ected: workforce composition, rather than existing workers’ e�ort allocation.

Our experiment disentangles these channels and identifies which one is more salient in practice.

3 Experimental Design

Our analysis uses an online experiment with a labor market framing, replicating core contextual

elements of social enterprises to enhance external validity (Ariely and Norton, 2007; Levitt and

List, 2007).8 Subjects allocate e�ort to commercial and social tasks as hypothetical employees

of fictional companies, whose descriptions typify those of for-profits, nonprofits, or social enter-

prises. These firms (‘contracts’) provide similar services but have di�erent goals, corresponding

to a realistic labor market choice. For instance, a workforce integration social enterprise is de-

scribed as follows: ‘Imagine you are working for a company aimed at reintegrating long term

unemployed people into the workforce by hiring them to provide garbage collection services that

are then sold on the market. It is in the best interest of the organization that both ensuring

the professional development of the long term unemployed and generating revenue through the

sale of services receive attention from employees’. In this case, attending solely to one task im-

plies some form of drift. The equivalent for-profit and nonprofit descriptions emphasize revenue

generation by providing services and the charitable goal of improving disadvantaged groups’
8 Lee et al. (2020) and Boulongne (2022) similarly use online experiments to study how potential investors or

customers perceive social enterprises’ investment potential and legitimacy, respectively.
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welfare, respectively. Both tasks are available to subjects in each contract and are described in

relation to the services the company provides and the attendant payo�s.9

The experiment consists of four parts, summarized in Table 1. In Part 1, subjects choose

the good cause they can earn money for throughout the experiment (i.e. the good cause payo�)

and which provides the realistic context for the fictional firms, thereby ensuring the salience of

the social task. In Part 2, all subjects perform the e�ort allocation task under each of the three

di�erent contracts (for-profit, nonprofit, social enterprise), displayed randomly to avoid order

bias e�ects. Worker self-selection is ruled out in this setting, allowing us to study the incentive

channel by varying the social enterprise bonus between (randomly selected) subjects. In contrast,

in Part 3, subjects pick their preferred contract from those encountered in Part 2 and perform

the e�ort allocation task again, allowing us to study the selection channel. Finally, in Part 4 we

collect information about demographics and social preferences. We describe our experimental

design below and provide the detailed experimental instructions in Online Appendix A.

Task We use a task inspired by Gill and Prowse (2012) to measure e�ort allocation. Our task

consists of 15 horizontal sliders, labeled from 0 to 100 and initially positioned at 50, that can

be moved to positions equivalent to exerting commercial or social e�ort. The former requires

placing the slider at exactly 25 and carries a payo� for the subject, determined by the commercial

task incentive level (‘bonus’) in a given contract. The latter requires placing the slider at exactly

75 and carries a payo� for the selected good cause. Incorrectly placed sliders carry no payo�s.10

Each slider has a number to its right, showing its current position. Subjects can move the mouse

in any way they like to drag sliders and can readjust each slider’s position as many times as they

wish. Subjects drag sliders in a way that reflects their preference, such that they perform an

9 To avoid priming, we did not use ‘for-profit’, ‘nonprofit’ or ‘social enterprise’ labels in our study. The latter
label likely evokes a strong motivation to exert social task e�ort (Lee et al., 2020), amplifying revenue drift when
incentives are absent. Label avoidance makes it harder to detect revenue drift, rendering our tests conservative.

10 The workforce reintegration commercial task is described as follows: ‘By placing the slider exactly at position
25 you can generate revenue for the company through the sale of services; each slider you position at 25 will give
you a payo� of ...’ . The equivalent social task is described as follows: ‘By placing the slider exactly at position
75 you can contribute to the professional development of its employees; each slider you position at 75 will give a
payo� of £1 to the good cause’. As instructed, subjects are only rewarded for sliders placed at precisely 25 or 75.
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actual action, as opposed to just stating their preference. While neither action has a monetary

cost, both tasks require the subject to physically move a slider, i.e. real e�ort. The social task

entails foregoing the commercial task monetary rewards, capturing a salient trade-o�.

Treatments The experiment features two di�erent dimensions, designed to tackle i) the total

e�ect of incentives on e�ort allocation, and ii) the contributions of the incentive and selection

channels. First, beyond the participation fee (equivalent to a fixed wage), we vary the strength

of the social enterprise commercial task incentive between subjects. At one extreme, the social

enterprise contract o�ers ‘no incentives’ (£0 bonus), broadly in line with current social enterprise

practice and identical to the experimental nonprofit contract; at the other extreme, the social

enterprise contract o�ers the same ‘high-powered incentives’ (£1 bonus) as the experimental

for-profit contract; we refer to intermediate levels as ‘low-powered incentives’ (£0.25 or £0.50

bonus). Subjects are randomly assigned to a given incentive level that they face throughout the

experiment. While the maximum £1 payment per slider serves as a normalization and is easily

understood by subjects, the relative strength of incentives allows us to test our hypotheses, not

the absolute value of payments per slider.

Second, we allow subjects to choose their preferred contract from the previously encountered

for-profit, nonprofit, and social enterprise contracts. Part 3 incentives and company descriptions

are the same as in Part 2, but we now allow for individual self-selection across company types

(captured by the binary variable Sorting). Thus, in Part 3, employees perform the slider task

in their preferred contract only. We fix the for-profit bonus at £1, the nonprofit bonus at £0,

and the good cause payo� in all contracts at £1 per slider throughout the experiment. The £1

for-profit bonus allows us to benchmark the social enterprise incentive strength (i.e. the bonus

is 0%, 25%, 50% or 100% of the for-profit bonus) across the range of possible incentives. The £1

good cause payo�, symmetrical to the for-profit bonus, reflects the high social returns to social

task e�ort and is kept constant across contracts to ensure that the only di�erence between the
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various contract terms is the extent to which commercial e�ort is rewarded.

Before each slider task is carried out, we explain how payo�s are calculated. In addition, we

inform subjects that each slider o�ers a commercial task bonus between £0 and £1 when we

initially describe the task. As the maximum possible bonus per slider is thus known, subjects can

infer the total possible benefit for the organization; they are also aware when a social enterprise

uses high-powered incentives (£1), allowing us to detect selection channel e�ects. We measure

Commercial e�ort and Social e�ort as counts of the number of sliders (out of the 15 overall)

moved to the commercial and, respectively, social task.

Preferred Mission To ensure social task salience, we allow subjects to choose their preferred

good cause (Tonin and Vlassopoulos, 2015; Cassar, 2019). The three options available – The Big

Issue Foundation, Fairtrade Foundation, and Water Aid – are selected as charities whose social

goals match representative social enterprise missions, namely workforce reintegration, fair and

equitable trade, and environmental protection (Mair et al., 2012; Shepherd et al., 2019). These

missions thus likely resonate with a broad share of potential social enterprise employees.11 They

also have a clear multitasking component and can be pursued through a for-profit, nonprofit, or

social enterprise model, allowing us to construct realistic and comparable descriptions of each

contract. Furthermore, the actual charity organizational form allows us to credibly commit to

donating the good cause payo�s generated by subjects in the experiment.

Social Preferences As our theoretical framework assigns an important role for individual

motivation, we elicit subjects’ social preferences in various ways. Following the social enterprise

literature (Miller et al., 2012; Grimes et al., 2013), we measure Compassion using Perry’s (1996)

compassion scale, a sum of eight items on a five-point scale.12 For example, one item asks subjects

how strongly they agree with the following statement: ‘I seldom think about the welfare of people

11 More specific, narrower social concerns are likely to attract employees with even stronger matching prefer-
ences, potentially exacerbating the revenue drift problem. Our choices are, therefore, rather conservative.

12 These items, with Cronbach – = 0.75, are available in Online Appendix A.
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whom I don’t know personally’. We measure Altruism in a standard incentivized dictator game,

where subjects decide how to split a £10 endowment with another randomly paired subject

(Galizzi and Navarro-Martinez, 2019). We also use a set of hypothetical and direct questions.

We measure Hypothetical altruism, where subjects make a hypothetical donation after winning

a £1,000 lottery, self-reported Willingness to share with others without expecting anything

in return on a 0-10 scale (Falk et al., 2018), Inequality aversion as the recipient’s minimum

acceptable amount in a hypothetical ultimatum game (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999), and actual

Prosocial behavior through past social sector experience, including donations, volunteering, and

working for or with nonprofits and social enterprises (Tonin and Vlassopoulos, 2015).

These measures capture di�erent aspects of social motivation, so we aggregate them into a

composite Social motivation measure using common factor analysis with an orthogonal varimax

rotation. This approach produces a single factor with eigenvalue larger than 1, explaining more

than 80% of variance, and on which Compassion, Hypothetical altruism, and Willingness to share

load strongly (see Online Appendix E for details and robustness checks). For brevity, we discuss

Compassion and Social motivation in our main analysis and report results for other measures as

robustness checks. We measure self-reported risk taking (Risk) and future discounting (Time)

preferences on a 0-10 scale (Dohmen et al., 2011; Falk et al., 2018), as they may a�ect individuals’

perception of incentives and e�ort allocation.

Procedure We recruit subjects on Prolific Academic, a United Kingdom-based (UK) online

platform designed for surveys and experiments and geared towards researchers and startups.

Prolific compares favorably with Amazon MTurk in response times, data quality, and access

to diverse and representative respondents (Peer et al., 2017; Palan and Schitter, 2018). Social

enterprises are an established organizational form in the UK (Tracey et al., 2011; Roumpi et al.,

2020; Ganguli et al., 2021) and an online experiment allows us to reach a broad, realistic sam-

ple of potential employees whose behavior matches that of student or population-representative
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samples (Mullinix et al., 2015; Farrell et al., 2017; Snowberg and Yariv, 2018). We restrict the

subject pool to UK residents aged 18-64 who are students or active in the labor force. To achieve

balance and perform comparisons between men and women, we stratify the randomization using

subjects’ reported gender on Prolific. Finally, to ensure high-quality answers, we require partici-

pants to have a history of taking Prolific studies seriously as evidenced by approved submissions

in past studies and consider eligible only those with platform approval rates higher than 90%;

we also include attention and manipulation checks.

Subjects receive a flat £3 participation fee (around $4/e 3.50 at the time of the experiment).

In addition, the sliders allow subjects to earn up to an additional £60 (15 sliders ◊ 4 contracts

◊ £1 per slider) and the dictator game produces own payo�s up to £20 (£10 as giver, £10 as

receiver). To use these rather large sums as incentives, we randomly select 40 out of the 796

subjects for bonus payment, with a maximum potential bonus of £80. We therefore compensate

some participants with larger sums but a smaller likelihood (¥1 in 20), a procedure that Charness

et al. (2016) find fully equivalent to paying smaller sums with certainty; our additional study

uses a larger likelihood of payment (¥1 in 10) with similar results.13

We impose several restrictions to arrive at our final sample. First, we require subjects to have

placed at most 10 (out of 60) sliders in an incorrect position, considering sliders placed at 23-27

and 73-77 as indicative of strong intentions to exert commercial or social e�ort and thus correct.

Second, subjects must not have failed both attention and manipulation checks. Third, we require

consistency between our gender variable and the Prolific variable used for stratification; in other

words, a subject must have answered both questions in the same way. Finally, to ensure subjects

paid attention, we require them to have completed the experiment in between 10 and 40 minutes.

This leaves us with a sample of 708 subjects (out of 796 responses) for whom data quality is

likely to be su�ciently high, distributed roughly evenly across treatments.14

13 The expected total payo� is £7 for a duration of around 20 minutes. The maximum own payo� is attained
when subjects exert only commercial e�ort in the £1 treatment. If subjects exert only social e�ort, the maximum
good cause payo� is £60. In practice, the average own and good cause payo�s are £29 and, respectively, £33.

14 To ensure transparency and commitment in our analysis, we preregistered our design and hypotheses within
the Open Science Framework (link). Online Appendix B provides an analysis of subjects’ good cause choice and
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4 Results
4.1 Descriptive Statistics

Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics for our experimental sample. Out of 708 subjects,

49.9% are female and 16.5% are students. Subjects are fairly well educated, cover the range of

incomes, and tend to be young. The average Compassion score is 29.2 (out of 40) and subjects

donate on average £4.2 (out of £10) in the dictator game; 24.4%, 10.5%, and 16% of subjects

have previous experience working in a nonprofit, in a social enterprise, or with a social organiza-

tion, respectively. Compassion is positively correlated with most social preference measures and

loads strongly on Social motivation, together with Willingness to share, Hypothetical altruism,

and Prosocial behavior. Subjects took on average 18.5 minutes to complete the study. 25%,

18.6%, and 56.4% of subjects chose the workforce reintegration, fair trade, and environmental

good causes, respectively, with similar choices across treatments.

4.2 The Incentive Channel: Social Enterprise E�ort Allocation

Figure 1 plots average social enterprise Social e�ort across incentive levels and sorting conditions,

with 95% confidence intervals. Absent incentives, the e�ort allocation is skewed towards the

social task, as subjects exert more than 70% of their e�ort on this task (11 out of 15 sliders), as

predicted by our baseline hypothesis. However, subjects allocate e�ort roughly equally between

commercial and social tasks at all incentive levels, with confidence intervals that include a fully

balanced allocation, plotted as a dashed line. Table 3, Panel A reports average Social e�ort

across contracts, together with the number of subjects in each condition. The t-tests in the first

row of Panel B shows that more balanced social enterprise e�ort allocations are elicited regardless

of incentive strength or whether self-selection is possible (p < 0.001). In the remaining rows of

a randomization check. We find that the good cause chosen is not systematically related to individual traits and
that our randomization procedure was successful; moreover, calculating standard errors through randomization
inference produces similar results. Online Appendix C details the results of power calculations performed prior
to running the experiment: the sample sizes we obtain allow us to detect relatively small changes in social e�ort
(around half of a standard deviation) with more than 80% power at the 5% significance level. In addition, an ex
post calculation of minimum detectable e�ects confirms our experiment is well-powered. Online Appendix D shows
that results are robust to tightening or relaxing sample restrictions on gender, slider placement, and attention
checks, and discusses the similar results we obtained in our pilot study.
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Panel B, di�erences in Social e�ort between the £0.25, £0.50, and £1 treatments are negligible

(p-values between 0.286 and 0.956). These findings provide initial evidence for incentive channel

e�ects, or an attention-directing role of incentives in social enterprises.

Table 3 also allows us to compare behavior in di�erent organizational forms. For-profit and

nonprofit workers exert 30% and, respectively, 90% of their e�ort on the social task in each

treatment; social enterprise social e�ort levels are in between and significantly di�erent from

for-profit and nonprofit levels (p < 0.001 in Panel C).15 To quantify where social enterprises lie

on the for-profit/nonprofit continuum, we use t-tests to compare social enterprise social e�ort

with the average of for-profit and nonprofit social e�ort in Panel D, where a positive di�erence

indicates the social enterprise is closer to a nonprofit. Indeed, we find a positive di�erence for

the £0 bonus (p Æ 0.001) and a negative one (p-values between 0.000 and 0.118) for steeper

incentives. Social enterprises occupy the middle ground between for-profits and nonprofits with

regards to e�ort allocation when financial incentives are in place and highlight the adverse

specialization problem social enterprises face when they do not use monetary rewards.

We further probe the nature of adverse specialization: does imbalance result from a skewed

e�ort allocation for all workers or only a minority? Figure 2 plots the distribution of social

enterprise social e�ort by treatment. Between 30% and 40% of subjects in the £0 treatment exert

only social e�ort, whereas the distribution is roughly normal and centered around a balanced

allocation for other subjects. Adverse specialization thus only a�ects a fraction of workers,

rather than shifting the entire distribution of social e�ort upwards. Our theoretical framework

suggests that subjects with higher other-regarding preferences are more likely to exert social

e�ort and, thus, to exhibit adverse specialization. In Online Appendix F, we show that this is

indeed the case for individuals in the top Compassion decile, especially if they self-select into the

15 Interestingly, company descriptions matter beyond the incentives o�ered, even when commercial and social
tasks produce the exact same payo�s per slider. The £0 bonus social enterprise is equivalent to the nonprofit in
the contract terms o�ered, but subjects exert significantly more Social e�ort in the nonprofit contract relative to
the social enterprise contract (Table 3, Panel C, columns (1) and (5)). Similarly, whereas the £1 bonus social
enterprise is equivalent to the for-profit in contract terms, subjects exert significantly more Social e�ort in the
social enterprise contract relative to the for-profit contract (Table 3, Panel C, columns (4) and (8)).
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social enterprise. The remaining panels of Figure 2 suggest that all positive incentives reduce the

fraction of social enterprise workers exerting only social e�ort, producing significantly di�erent

distributions, centered more tightly around a balanced e�ort allocation.

As hypothesis 1 predicts, low-powered incentives induce a shift in e�ort towards commercial

tasks, alleviating the adverse specialization occurring in the absence of monetary rewards. Yet,

contrary to hypothesis 2 and a common view in social enterprises, the commercial task does not

gain prominence with stronger incentives: the e�ort allocation remains balanced even when the

social enterprise pays as much as a for-profit, mitigating mission drift concerns. We now analyze

the link between monetary rewards and the other-regarding preferences of workers attracted to

the social enterprise and the potential for self-selection to influence e�ort allocation.

4.3 The Selection Channel: Worker Sorting

One reason social entrepreneurs may be reluctant to use financial incentives relates to their

potential attraction of less prosocial individuals. To assess the validity of this concern, Table 4

displays average Compassion (standardized to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1)

and Social motivation levels across treatments. In Panel A, we find no significant di�erences in

mean social preferences across treatments in Part 2 of the experiment (Kruskal-Wallis p = 0.635

and 0.725), indicating successful randomization. Panel B displays social preferences separately

for subjects selecting into the for-profit, social enterprise, and nonprofit contracts in Part 3.

Social enterprise social preferences are similar for the £0, £0.25, and £0.50 treatments, but are

significantly lower in the £1 treatment by about one quarter of a standard deviation, as the

t-tests in Panel C show (p-values between 0.002 and 0.177 relative to the £0 treatment).16 This

shift is consistent with our prediction that more extrinsically motivated employees are attracted

to social enterprises when this organization uses higher-powered incentives. Nonetheless, more

workers join the social enterprise as incentives become stronger: while a £0 social enterprise

16 Equality of variance F -tests do not indicate a wider social preference dispersion across treatments, but
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for equality of distributions suggest a di�erent distribution of Social motivation in the
£1 treatment (p = 0.060, 0.081, and 0.063). In Online Appendix E, we show that the £1 bonus social enterprise
attracts more (fewer) individuals from the bottom (top) 25% of the Social motivation distribution.
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bonus attracts 28.8% of subjects (49 out of 170), the £0.25, £0.50, and £1 bonuses attract 41%,

50.8%, and, respectively, 71.4% of subjects, mainly at the expense of for-profits.

We investigate the selection channel further by comparing social preferences across Part 3

contract choices in Panel D of Table 4. As already visible in Panel B, outside of the £1 treatment,

self-selected social enterprise workers’ social motivation is higher than that of for-profit workers

(p < 0.05) and indistinguishable from that of nonprofit workers (p > 0.1), supporting our central

contention that the hybrid organizational form attracts highly motivated employees. However,

social enterprise workers’ Social motivation in the £1 treatment is lower than that of nonprofit

workers (p = 0.014) and more similar to that of for-profit workers (p = 0.080). As noted above,

this is driven by a large shift in subjects choosing the social enterprise relative to the for-profit

when social enterprise and for-profit contract terms are the same. In Panel E we inquire once

again whether social enterprises are closer to for-profits or nonprofits in social preferences by

comparing the former with the mean of the latter. While social enterprises are indistinguishable

from this average in terms of Compassion, they are significantly closer to nonprofits with regards

to Social motivation when the bonus is £0, £0.25, or £0.50 (p = 0.025, 0.025, and 0.068). Thus,

the scope for selection channel e�ects appears limited, with only high-powered incentives leading

to a small, but significant decrease in social enterprise employee social motivation.

As Figure 1 shows, allowing for employee self-selection does not alter the relationship be-

tween monetary rewards and Social e�ort, although it leads to an e�ort allocation closer to full

balance. To formally test for di�erences, columns (1) and (2) of Table 5 regress social enterprise

Social e�ort on treatment dummies, the sorting condition, and their interactions, with and with-

out demographic and good cause controls. As some participants perform the social enterprise

contract twice, we cluster standard errors at the individual level. If the selection channel were

unimportant, we would expect the Sorting variable and its interaction with each bonus level to

be jointly insignificant. The first three rows replicate the results in columns (1) to (4) in Panel A

of Table 3 in a regression framework, showing that incentive channel e�ects are both significant
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and substantial (p = 0.000). In the next four rows, where we add the main and interaction

sorting e�ects, we find some evidence of additional influence on e�ort allocation, mainly in the

£0.50 treatment (p = 0.039 and 0.049). The joint significance test p-values at the bottom of

Table 5 show that sorting di�erentially a�ects e�ort allocation only in the £0.50 treatment,

where subjects exert higher Social e�ort. Overall, therefore, most of the action is concentrated

in the incentive channel e�ects of monetary incentives on e�ort allocation.

Columns (3)-(6) of Table 5 present the results using two other dependent variables. First,

we account for potential di�erences in total e�ort – which may shift social e�ort downwards in

absolute, but not necessarily relative terms – by computing social e�ort as a share of total e�ort.

The results in columns (3) and (4) perfectly match those obtained using units of social e�ort,

suggesting that total e�ort does not represent an important margin of adjustment, in line with

our assumption in Section 2. Second, since one could be concerned with deviations from balance

in the direction of either commercial or social task e�ort, we also consider the absolute value of

the di�erence between social and commercial e�ort, where a lower value implies better balance.

Columns (5) and (6) provide additional evidence against self-selection as the main mechanism

by which incentives a�ect e�ort allocation; however, they suggest that sorting does contribute

to better absolute balance in the £0.50 and £1 treatments.

In summary, low-powered incentives have no e�ect on selection and high-powered incentives

engender a loss of prosociality, but do not skew employee e�ort too far towards the commercial

task. These results contradict our predictions, but may allay concerns of mission drift for social

entrepreneurs considering using incentives. In our mission-driven context, monetary rewards

work mainly through the incentive, rather than the selection channel, directing attention towards

the remunerated commercial task in a way that reduces social e�ort concentration.

Sensitivity and heterogeneity Our results are robust to a wide set of alternative sampling

restrictions (Appendix D), factor extraction/rotation techniques and social preference measures
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(Appendix E), outcome measures and estimation techniques (Appendix F), and multiple hy-

pothesis testing adjustments for the many comparisons we perform (Appendix G). As women

are often found to be more other-oriented than men and more likely to engage with social, rather

than commercial activities (Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Dimitriadis et al., 2017), we stratified our

randomization by gender. However, we find no substantial di�erences between women and men

in incentives’ e�ect on e�ort allocation in mission-driven organizations (Appendix G). While we

did not stratify our randomization by prior social sector experience or social mission, results are

similar along these dimensions (Appendix G). To investigate the role of even larger incentives

and analyze total e�ort as a possible margin of adjustment, we perform an additional study

(Appendix H), where we do not allow for sorting, but add a £2 per slider treatment, increase

the number of sliders, and impose a time constraint, thus inducing variation in total e�ort.

We replicate our incentive channel results under these alternative experimental parameters: the

e�ort allocation remains balanced even with a larger bonus, while total e�ort is una�ected. Over-

all, our results paint a clear picture: low-powered incentives induce a balanced e�ort allocation

without an associated reduction in social motivation.

5 Discussion

To strike their desired balance between imperfectly aligned economic and social value creation

goals, social enterprises must allocate scarce employee e�ort to both commercial and social tasks.

Owing to their embeddedness in a environment espousing an emphasis on mission, a reluctance

to employ practices stemming from a commercial setting, and high levels of other-regarding

preferences among founders and employees, social enterprises often pay insu�cient attention to

revenue generation. As employees often prioritize purpose over profits, revenue drift may hinder

social enterprises’ ability to deliver on their social mission and threaten their survival. Why

then do so few social enterprises employ monetary rewards and why does the scholarly literature

pay relatively little attention to incentives in social enterprises?
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We build on incentive theory to argue that social enterprise employees allocate most of their

e�ort to social rather than commercial tasks due to social mission salience and high prosociality

when monetary rewards are absent, then theorize about incentives’ impact on e�ort allocation.

We test our predictions experimentally, isolating incentive and selection channel e�ects. Both

low- and high-powered incentives produce a more balanced e�ort allocation, with employee e�ort

split roughly equally between tasks. While low-powered incentives do not a�ect social enterprise

workforce composition, high-powered incentives lead to a small, but significant downwards shift

in workers’ social motivation distribution; overall, sorting plays only a minor role. Our research

suggests that financial incentives could help social entrepreneurs concerned with revenue drift

strike a better balance in the allocation of employee e�ort.

Theoretical implications The tension between social and economic value creation and its

implications for firm performance are core social enterprise problems (Short et al., 2009; Dacin

et al., 2011; McMullen and Bergman, 2017; Shepherd et al., 2019). While the risk of mission drift

engendered by commercial goal pursuit has received substantial attention (e.g., Ebrahim et al.,

2014; Grimes et al., 2019), few studies address revenue drift beyond noting threats to economic

performance when firms put purpose ahead of profits (Tracey et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2013;

Battilana et al., 2015; Stevens et al., 2015; Staessens et al., 2019). Even so, the usual incentive

tools used by commercial ventures to guide employee e�ort are often seen as inappropriate in

social enterprises, due to perceived incongruence with social impact and potential to attract less

prosocial agents (Bacchiega and Borzaga, 2001; Austin et al., 2006; Tracey et al., 2011; Brolis,

2018; Ganguli et al., 2021). Our work highlights one explanation for revenue drift emergence, a

phenomenon that deserves additional inquiry.

By modifying incentive theory to reflect the social enterprise context, we argue that monetary

rewards can stave o� revenue drift when commercial and social activities are imperfectly aligned.

Existing studies show that firms’ social missions elicit higher employee e�ort (Besley and Ghatak,
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2005; Burbano, 2016; Cassar, 2019), but the nature of that e�ort has been largely overlooked.

Social enterprises relying solely on mission to attract and motivate employees are vulnerable to

revenue drift, posing obstacles to growth and survival. Combining mission and monetary rewards

can instead help workers match their e�ort allocation to firm preferences. Thus, incentive tools

arising from a commercial setting can be selectively coupled with practices prescribed by social

goals (Pache and Santos, 2013) as social enterprises chart a path to their desired balance (Grimes

et al., 2019). More generally, multiple-goal organizations should consider using multiple tools

to motivate employees in the pursuit of their specific goals (Battilana et al., 2020).

Inasmuch as it engenders a deviation from firms’ core focus on social mission, a move towards

commercial action may still be considered a form of mission drift. However, a lower emphasis

on social actions can a�ord social enterprises the resources needed for growth, allowing them to

achieve social impact more reliably and sustainably in the long-run (Santos, 2012; McMullen and

Bergman, 2017). This shift is especially important in light of evidence that social enterprises

often use financial resources ine�ciently and rarely deliver on their earned income commitment

(Foster and Bradach, 2005; Mair and Martí, 2006; Staessens et al., 2019). Our results reinforce

the need to move away from viewing mission drift as unequivocally bad and towards appreciating

situations where it may be helpful or even necessary (Grimes et al., 2019).

Our experimental design causally isolates the channels through which incentives a�ect e�ort

allocation. Monetary rewards signpost to employees which tasks are valuable for the firm: they

perform a normative function (Kaplan and Henderson, 2005; Ethiraj and Levinthal, 2009) and

are integral to organizations’ structural distribution of attention (Ocasio, 1997); they also serve

a sorting function, potentially attracting less prosocial agents (Lazear, 2000; Cadsby et al., 2007;

Ganguli et al., 2021). Incentives help lower workers’ social focus if motivation crowd-out is small,

but may backfire if self-selected workers are extrinsically motivated. Our evidence aligns with

an attention-directing role of monetary rewards, as low-powered incentives su�ce to gently shift

the e�ort allocation without reducing prosociality. By conveying a given task’s importance,
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low-powered incentives act as a coordination device and may be especially valuable when firms

face conflicting goals or when a dominant goal prescribes and legitimates non-optimal practices

(Kogut and Zander, 1996; Lounsbury, 2007), conditions that characterize social enterprises.

Monetary rewards for commercial action are but one tool available to social entrepreneurs.

Additional means of guiding employee e�ort include hiring and socialization practices (Battilana

and Dorado, 2010; Hsieh et al., 2018), governance mechanisms (Ebrahim et al., 2014; Battilana

et al., 2015; Smith and Besharov, 2019), and (where quantifiable) rewards for achieving social

impact or operational goals (Wolfolds, 2018). Assessing these practices’ complementarity and

comparative e�cacy with incentive tools across social enterprises with diverse business models is

important for future research. Our multitasking framework can aid such investigations, as it can

incorporate di�erent organizational forms, activity costs, and employee preferences to predict

when deviations from desired balance are more likely and what solutions work best.

Practical implications Facing growing competitive pressures, social enterprises are increas-

ingly turning their attention to operational sustainability. Monetary rewards – implemented as

a share of generated revenue – o�er a way for social enterprises to overcome a predominant focus

on social impact to the detriment of revenue generation. Low-powered incentives are especially

appealing, as they expand the potential employee pool and restore balance at minimal cost; they

are unlikely to reduce employee social motivation and increase risk taking or myopic behavior,

and can be expected to have minimal adverse e�ects on firm activities outside the scope of our

study. Rather than attracting less motivated workers or over-emphasizing commercial tasks’ rel-

evance, low-powered incentives signal certain actions’ value to employees. Social entrepreneurs

could thus devote attention to internal e�ort allocations and compensation design, rather than

worry excessively about the pool of potential applicants.

Since paying employees larger bonuses can attract more candidates, incentives may aid social

enterprises attract talent. Social entrepreneurs who deploy monetary rewards may also reassure
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potential investors of their commitment to commercial success, increasing the latter’s willingness

to invest. Moreover, redirecting part of employees’ attention to revenue generation can improve

social enterprises’ cash flow, reduce dependence on outside finance, and improve their growth

and survival prospects. More generally, e�orts to develop entrepreneurial skills in social ventures

may serve both profits and purpose (Åstebro and Hoos, 2021).

Limitations Reflecting our interest in how monetary rewards a�ect e�ort allocation, we stud-

ied a wide set of incentive intensities in social enterprises, from as weak as in nonprofits to as

strong as in for-profits. While we conceptually covered the full range of relevant intensities, our

experimental parameters might still have limited this range, as the good cause payo� was always

set to £1 and the own payo� was set to be at most £1 per slider. The relatively high return to

social action was chosen to ensure this task was on a level playing field with the commercial task,

but one may worry our monetary incentives are overly weak. Stronger incentives, exceeding the

£2 bonus from our additional study, could lead to di�erent findings and explain why we did not

find support for hypotheses 2 and 4. Yet, this does not a�ect our conclusion that low-powered

incentives may help, rather than hurt social enterprises.

To causally isolate if and how monetary incentives a�ect e�ort allocation, we purposely sim-

plified the nature of social enterprises at the expense of their hybrid complexity and considered a

one-shot task. One could question our study’s external validity, given the multitude and relative

di�culty of tasks employees perform, the dimensions in which they di�er, possible di�erences

between short- and long-term responses to incentives, and firms’ nuanced real life presentation

of objectives. Nonetheless, we believe our experiment captures the fundamental tension between

commercial and social tasks and employee e�ort allocation in a simple, transparent way. While

we attempted to alleviate external validity concerns by recruiting participants from a represen-

tative potential employee pool and o�ering realistic choices of company types and missions, field

replications with alternative designs, missions, or tasks are a natural extension of our work.
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Future research Our experiment raises several interesting questions. First, social enterprise

success may depend on coordinated action and group work. Are individual incentives better than

team ones? Does their e�ectiveness vary with employee heterogeneity? Second, the introduction

of incentives is often accompanied by justifications, helping the practice gain legitimacy. Do goal

or communication clarity matter for their success? How do social enterprises implement and

justify rewards changes? Third, incentive adoption likely a�ects stakeholders more broadly. Do

targeted communities commend such social ventures for professionalism or downgrade them for

courting mission drift? Fourth, pecuniary rewards may have other, possibly negative e�ects on

social ventures. Self-selected employees’ inequality aversion is una�ected by incentive strength

(Appendix E), but bonuses may reveal large productivity gaps and engender possibly dangerous

comparisons. Do incentives create internal conflicts between employees with di�erent social

preferences? Do they generate long run distortions as commercial activity becomes entrenched

or does their impact wane over time? What are joiners’ commitment and retention rates? For

social enterprises to achieve their promise, it is crucial to answer these questions. Fifth, the large

variation in the ability to measure social impact may a�ect incentives e�ectiveness. Research on

social impact measurement and drift potential in a multitasking framework may prove valuable

for understanding social enterprise tensions and challenges.

Conclusion We posit and provide evidence that social enterprises can address revenue drift –

a dominant focus on social impact at the expense of revenue generation – by deploying monetary

rewards. Low-powered incentives redirect employee attention to commercial tasks and reinforce

social enterprises’ commitment to achieving their mission via market-based mechanisms without

attracting less prosocial employees. Our findings question a common social entrepreneurship

view that incentives are incompatible with social impact and attract the ‘wrong’ workers. This

study adds to a growing literature on the challenges of managing social enterprise tensions and

opens up interesting questions on their compensation practices and organizational design.
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Figure 1: Social e�ort in social enterprises by treatment and sorting condition, with 95%
confidence intervals; the dashed line represents a fully balanced e�ort allocation.
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Figure 2: Distribution of social e�ort in social enterprises. The £0 distribution is di�erent
from the £0.25, £0.50, and £1 distributions (Kolmogorov-Smirnov p < 0.001, no sorting;

p < 0.01, sorting). The latter distributions are not di�erent from each other (p > 0.1).
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Table 1: Experimental Design

Actions and Own payo� Good cause payo�
measures (commercial task) (social task)

Part 1 Choose good cause
Practice slider task
Comprehension check

Part 2 For-profit contract £1 £1
Nonprofit contract £0 £1
Social enterprise contract £0/£0.25/£0.50/£1 £1

Part 3 Choose preferred contract
For-profit contract (if selected) £1 £1
Nonprofit contract (if selected) £0 £1
Social enterprise contract (if selected) £0/£0.25/£0.50/£1 £1

Part 4 Demographics
Social preferences

Compassion: sub-scale of public service motivation scale
Altruism: incentivized £10 dictator (giver)
Inequality aversion: hypothetical £10 ultimatum (receiver)
Hypothetical altruism: hypothetical £1,000 lottery
Willingness to share: without expecting anything in return
Prosocial behavior : observed prosocial behavior

Risk and time preferences
Attention and manipulation checks

Recruitment: Prolific Academic, UK-based online platform (link)
Stratification: by gender, for comparison purposes
Target number of subjects: 800 in total, 200 per bonus level, 100 per gender ◊ bonus level
Restrictions: UK resident, age 18-64, active labor force (not homemaker, disabled, retired)
Prior approval rate: > 90%, to ensure high-quality answers
Participation fee: £3 for 15-20 minutes
Bonuses: 5% or 1 in 20 subjects, up to £80, from slider task and dictator (giver/receiver)
Good causes: The Big Issue Foundation, Fairtrade Foundation, Water Aid
Preregistration: Open Science Framework (anonymous link)

We randomize the order of Part 2 contracts and Part 3 options. The good cause choice determines the
charity receiving the good cause payo�s and the fictional (social) enterprises’ mission, i.e. workforce
reintegration, fair and equitable trade, and water quality and environment. Each subject is randomly
allocated a social enterprise incentive level (£0, £0.25, £0.50, or £1) as they enter the experiment and
is only exposed to this incentive throughout. Subjects never see the labels used (for-profit, nonprofit,
social enterprise), and only infer company type from the description.
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics

Mean Std. dev. N Min Max

A. Demographics
Female 0.499 (0.500) 708 0 1
Student 0.165 (0.372) 708 0 1
Education: High school 0.359

Bachelor degree 0.398
Master degree 0.127

Income: < £10,000 0.215
£10,000 – £25,000 0.329
£25,000 – £50,000 0.307
£50,000 – £75,000 0.077

> £75,000 0.025
Age: 18 – 24 0.216

25 – 34 0.356
35 – 44 0.226
45 – 54 0.140
55 – 64 0.062

B. Social preferences
Compassion 29.195 (4.969) 708 12 40
Altruism 4.207 (2.181) 708 0 10
Inequality aversion 2.698 (2.275) 708 0 10
Hypothetical altruism 134.859 (159.739) 708 0 1,000
Willingness to share 6.404 (2.354) 708 0 10
Non-profit employment 0.244 (0.430) 708 0 1
Social enterprise employment 0.105 (0.306) 708 0 1
Volunteer 0.226 (0.419) 708 0 1
Donate 0.520 (0.500) 708 0 1
Work with social organization 0.160 (0.366) 708 0 1
Prosocial behavior 1.254 (1.159) 708 0 5
Social motivation (factor) 0.000 (0.757) 708 -2.450 2.307
Compassion (standardized) 0.000 (1.000) 708 -3.460 2.174
Risk taking 5.130 (2.474) 708 0 10
Time discounting 6.532 (2.193) 708 0 10

C. Experimental parameters
Practice time 40.049 (31.011) 708 0.000 608.147
Comprehension check time 67.419 (37.004) 708 18.617 300.324
Questions time 28.359 (23.547) 708 8.341 280.372
Experiment time 1,111 (351.909) 708 600 2,399
Own payo� (£) 28.894 (12.342) 40 3 60
Good cause payo� (£) 33.025 (12.305) 40 6 60

Times given in seconds. Education and income coded as ‘other’ for 11.58% and 4.66% of subjects.
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Table 3: Social E�ort, by Contract and Treatment

No sorting Sorting
(1) £0 (2) £0.25 (3) £0.50 (4) £1 (5) £0 (6) £0.25 (7) £0.50 (8) £1

A. Social e�ort levels across contracts
For-profit 4.918 5.152 5.227 5.640 3.956 4.131 4.100 4.846

(4.506) (4.479) (4.435) (4.613) (3.836) (3.735) (3.672) (4.846)
N 170 178 185 175 90 84 70 26

Social enterprise 10.935 7.129 7.108 7.343 10.633 7.534 8.000 7.600
(3.612) (3.727) (3.595) (3.534) (3.408) (3.262) (3.002) (2.527)

N 170 178 185 175 49 73 94 125
Nonprofit 13.306 12.719 12.984 12.697 13.355 13.762 13.367 13.458

(2.939) (3.169) (3.303) (3.503) (2.537) (2.364) (3.851) (3.413)
N 170 178 185 175 31 21 21 24

B. Social enterprise social e�ort t-tests of equality of means across treatments, p-values
vs £0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
vs £0.25 0.956 0.581 0.340 0.874
vs £0.50 0.533 0.286

C. Social enterprise social e�ort t-tests of equality with for-profit and nonprofit, p-values
vs for-profit 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
vs nonprofit 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

D. Social enterprise social e�ort t-tests of equality with for-profit and nonprofit average, sign and p-values
+0.000 ≠0.000 ≠0.000 ≠0.000 +0.001 ≠0.006 ≠0.118 ≠0.013

Standard deviations in parentheses. We use matched pair t-tests for the no sorting condition, since all individuals performed the slider task
in all contract types. In the bottom row, we compare social enterprise social e�ort with the average of for-profit and nonprofit social e�ort
to show where the social enterprise lies on the continuum between for-profit and nonprofit: ‘+’ means the social enterprise is closer to the
nonprofit than to the for-profit, and ‘≠’ means the social enterprise is closer to the for-profit than to the nonprofit. All p-values are two-sided.
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Table 4: Motivation and Contract Choice

Compassion (standardized) Social motivation (factor)
(1) £0 (2) £0.25 (3) £0.50 (4) £1 (5) £0 (6) £0.25 (7) £0.50 (8) £1

A. Motivation across contracts, without sorting
All 0.038 -0.025 0.050 -0.065 0.020 -0.036 0.049 -0.035

(0.953) (1.015) (1.086) (0.937) (0.752) (0.768) (0.827) (0.670)
N 170 178 185 175 170 178 185 175

B. Motivation across contracts, with sorting
For-profit -0.185 -0.255 -0.266 -0.318 -0.237 -0.282 -0.254 -0.293

(0.949) (1.088) (1.159) (0.989) (0.768) (0.745) (0.871) (0.763)
N 90 84 70 26 90 84 70 26

Social enterprise 0.272 0.150 0.209 -0.031 0.292 0.196 0.222 -0.046
(0.863) (0.902) (0.970) (0.920) (0.637) (0.705) (0.742) (0.624)

N 49 73 94 125 49 73 94 125
Nonprofit 0.311 0.287 0.392 0.036 0.333 0.145 0.284 0.303

(0.965) (0.917) (1.114) (0.960) (0.605) (0.796) (0.763) (0.682)
N 31 21 21 24 31 21 21 24

C. Social enterprise motivation t-tests of equality of means across treatments, p-values
vs £0 0.458 0.699 0.047 0.443 0.575 0.002
vs £0.25 0.692 0.177 0.815 0.012
vs £0.50 0.063 0.004

D. Social enterprise motivation t-tests of equality with for-profit and nonprofit, p-values
vs for-profit 0.006 0.013 0.005 0.156 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.080
vs nonprofit 0.854 0.547 0.449 0.745 0.782 0.777 0.736 0.014

E. Social enterprise motivation t-tests of equality with for-profit and nonprofit average, sign and p-values
+0.147 +0.320 +0.319 ≠0.506 +0.025 +0.025 +0.068 ≠0.653

Standard deviations in parentheses. We standardize Compassion to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. In the bottom row, we
compare social enterprise motivation with the average of for-profit and nonprofit motivation to show where the social enterprise lies on the
continuum between for-profit and nonprofit: ‘+’ means the social enterprise is closer to the nonprofit than to the for-profit, and ‘≠’ means
the social enterprise is closer to the for-profit than to the nonprofit. All p-values are two-sided.
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Table 5: Incentive and Selection Channel E�ects

Social e�ort units Social e�ort share Absolute balance
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

£0.25 -3.806 -3.934 -0.252 -0.260 -2.197 -2.389
(0.394) (0.397) (0.026) (0.026) (0.587) (0.587)

£0.50 -3.827 -3.934 -0.254 -0.261 -2.570 -2.823
(0.383) (0.389) (0.026) (0.026) (0.589) (0.591)

£1 -3.592 -3.670 -0.237 -0.241 -2.717 -2.885
(0.385) (0.392) (0.026) (0.026) (0.591) (0.600)

Sorting -0.303 -0.240 -0.020 -0.017 -0.935 -0.856
(0.471) (0.464) (0.031) (0.031) (0.838) (0.822)

Sorting ◊ £0.25 0.708 0.639 0.047 0.043 0.005 0.177
(0.588) (0.586) (0.039) (0.039) (0.972) (0.948)

Sorting ◊ £0.50 1.195 1.128 0.081 0.077 0.047 0.005
(0.577) (0.572) (0.038) (0.038) (0.930) (0.913)

Sorting ◊ £1 0.560 0.489 0.034 0.030 -0.778 -0.837
(0.537) (0.531) (0.036) (0.035) (0.904) (0.886)

Constant 10.935 11.545 0.729 0.770 7.894 7.899
(0.277) (0.631) (0.018) (0.042) (0.467) (0.929)

Tests of joint significance of Sorting + Sorting ◊ treatment, p-values:
£0.25 0.250 0.266 0.251 0.274 0.059 0.153
£0.50 0.008 0.008 0.007 0.007 0.027 0.034
£1 0.321 0.344 0.408 0.436 0.000 0.000

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes

N 1,049 1,049 1,049 1,049 1,049 1,049
R

2 0.152 0.177 0.151 0.175 0.066 0.113

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Subject-clustered standard errors in parentheses.
The baseline category is the £0 treatment when sorting is not possible. The dependent
variable is social enterprise Social e�ort in columns (1)-(2), social enterprise social e�ort
as share of total e�ort in columns (3)-(4), and absolute balance (absolute value of the
di�erence between social and commercial e�ort) in columns (5)-(6). Controls include
age, gender, studentship, education, income, risk and time preferences, and good cause
choice. These models include 708 observations where sorting is not possible and 341
where it is possible (for individuals who select into the social enterprise contract).
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This online appendix includes additional material for our paper entitled “Revenue Drift, Incen-
tives, and E�ort Allocation in Social Enterprises”. We provide the full experimental instructions
including company and task descriptions, payo� explanations, social preference measures, and
other demographic variables in Appendix A. Appendix B then provides a set of experimental
design checks, including an analysis of good cause choice, a randomization check, and a ran-
domization inference-based computation of standard errors. Appendix C details the results of
power calculations performed prior to running the experiment, as well as minimum detectable
e�ect sizes (ex post). Appendix D shows that results are robust to tightening or relaxing the
sample restrictions and discusses the results of our pilot experiment, Appendix E details our
common factor analysis and examines robustness with regards to alternative social preference
measures, and Appendix F considers a set of alternative e�ort measures and regression models.
Appendix G discusses the results of multiple hypothesis testing adjustments, reflecting the num-
ber of outcomes and treatments we consider, and performs heterogeneity analyses with regards
to gender, previous social sector experience, and mission choice. Finally, Appendix H describes
an additional study where we vary several parameters to assess the robustness of our main re-
sults and generate insight into the role of i) even stronger incentives, ii) e�ects on total e�ort,
and iii) the specificity of our results to the social enterprise setting.
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Appendix A Instructions
Welcome Thank you for taking part in this study designed to learn about how people make
decisions.17 The choices we ask you to make are based on methods and techniques from eco-
nomics, business administration, and psychology. The experiment is expected to take around 20
minutes. At the top of your screen, you will be able to see what percentage of the questionnaire
you have already completed.

Personal data will be kept confidential. Your answers will only be used for this research. The
published results will not refer to a person by name and will not describe individual choices. We
will not disclose information to third parties. Aside from the participation fee, this experiment
allows you to earn additional money. Out of all respondents who completed the questionnaire,
we will randomly select 40 respondents for payment; as we expect around 800 participants in this
experiment, the chance of being chosen for payment is about 1/20. Depending on the choices
made, those chosen for payment can earn up to £80. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

The task This experiment will consist of four parts. In Parts 2 and 3, you will perform a
slider task. This consists of a screen with 15 horizontal sliders, labeled from 0 to 100. As shown
below, each slider is initially positioned at 50 and can be moved towards 0 or 100. These labels
carry no inherent value, and only provide an axis for the slider. Each slider has a number to the
right of it showing its current position. You can use your mouse in any way you like to move
each slider. You can readjust the position of each slider as many times as you wish. You will
have a chance to practice moving sliders shortly.

The task involves making a choice between placing the slider at 25 or 75, each corresponding
to an action and a payo� that will be made clear at the beginning of each slider round. Placing
the slider at 25 will always generate a payo� to you. Placing the slider at 75 will always generate
a payo� to a good cause (which you will select below). Each slider will carry a payo� between
£0 and £1, stated explicitly whenever you perform the task. Note that a slider will be taken
into consideration for your payo� only if positioned at exactly 25 or 75, as accuracy is valued.

Figure A.1: Slider example.

Payment You will receive a fixed fee of £3 for completing this experiment. In addition, you
can earn money in each of the rounds where you will perform the slider task, with the exception
of the practice round. Finally, you can earn money in some of the questions asked towards
the end of the experiment. It will always be clearly indicated if and how (much) money can
be earned. When the experiment has concluded, a number of participants will be randomly
selected as winners and will receive payment. We expect around 800 participants, and only 40
will be selected for payment: we therefore expect around 1 in 20 participants to be selected for
payment. Throughout the experiment, you will also have the chance to earn money for both
yourself and a good cause. You will have a chance to select a good cause below. If you are
selected for payment, any payo� you have generated for the good cause will be transferred to
that particular good cause.

17 A preview can be accessed here.
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Part 1 – Good cause and practice
This part of the experiment allows you to choose your preferred good cause and become familiar
with the task. Please proceed to the next screen.18

Please choose one of the three organizations below corresponding to your preferred good cause:

• Workforce reintegration: The Big Issue Foundation seeks to promote the social and
financial inclusion of its vendors by identifying and motivating individuals to engage with
the services that will help them move forward and deal with their homelessness and health
issues and achieve their own goals.

• Fair and equitable trade: Fairtrade Foundation seeks to connect disadvantaged pro-
ducers and consumers, promote fairer trading conditions through standardization and
certification and empower producers to combat poverty, strengthen their position, and
take more control over their lives.

• Water quality and environment: Water Aid seeks to deliver clear water, improved
sanitation, and proper hygiene to developing countries through a combination of technical
solutions and hygiene education. They aim to ensure the e�ectiveness of their projects by
using carbon-neutral, sustainable methods that preserve the environment.

You now have a chance to practice moving sliders. Please remember that a slider is considered
correctly placed only if placed at exactly 25 or exactly 75. The numbers only represent positions
that correspond to actions providing an own payo� and a payo� to the previously selected good
cause. These 2 sliders are given for you to become familiar with the task. You will not be paid
for this practice round. Please keep in mind that in the actual task you will position sets of 15
sliders. When you are su�ciently familiar with this task, please proceed to the next screen.

Comprehension check Before proceeding to the actual task, please answer the following
questions.

If each slider placed at 25 produces an own payo� of 5 points, and each slider placed at 75
produces a good cause payo� of 20 points, what is the good cause payo� when 5 sliders are
placed at 75?

• 100
• 25
• 40

If each slider placed at 25 produces an own payo� of 10 points, and each slider placed at 75
produces a good cause payo� of 20 points, what is the good cause payo� when 2 sliders are
placed at 75?

• 100
• 25
• 40

If each slider placed at 25 produces an own payo� of 5 points, and each slider placed at 75
produces a good cause payo� of 20 points, what is your payo� when 5 sliders are placed at 25?

• 100
• 25
• 40

This is the end of Part 1. Please proceed to the next screen.
18 Randomization is employed with regards to the order of: i) good causes, ii) attention check questions (and

options), iii) contracts in Part 2, and iv) contracts in the choice question in Part 3.
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Part 2 – All contracts
You will now be performing the slider task under a set of di�erent contracts. Throughout the
experiment you will behave as an employee of a set of companies. These companies provide
similar services, but have di�erent objectives, as explained at the beginning of each scenario.
Please read the company descriptions carefully. Moving the slider will allow you to make
choices as an employee of those companies. The actions described within each contract will
correspond to potential actions of employees of such companies, and generate either a payo� to
you or the good cause you selected earlier. The text will explain clearly how the payo�s are
generated. Please proceed to the next screen.

Workforce reintegration (if selected)
For-profit Imagine you are working for a company providing garbage collection services on
the market. The company only cares about generating revenue through the sale of
services.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 25 you can generate revenue for the company
through the sale of goods and services; each slider you position at 25 will give you a payo�
of £1.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 75 you can contribute to the professional devel-
opment of its employees; each slider you position at 75 will give a payo� of £1 to the good
cause.19

Please place the 15 sliders below as you see fit.

Nonprofit Imagine you are working for a company aimed at reintegrating long term unem-
ployed people into the workforce by hiring them to provide garbage collection services. The
company only cares about workforce reintegration through the professional devel-
opment of the long term unemployed.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 25 you can generate revenue for the company
through the sale of services; each slider you position at 25 will give you a payo� of £0.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 75 you can contribute to the professional devel-
opment of its employees; each slider you position at 75 will give a payo� of £1 to the good
cause.

Please place the 15 sliders below as you see fit.

Social enterprise Imagine you are working for a company aimed at reintegrating long term
unemployed people into the workforce by hiring them to provide garbage collection services that
are then sold on the market. It is in the best interest of the organization that both
ensuring the professional development of the long term unemployed and generating
revenue through the sale of services receive attention from employees.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 25 you can generate revenue for the company
through the sale of services; each slider you position at 25 will give you a payo� of
£0/£0.25/£0.50/£1.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 75 you can contribute to the professional devel-
opment of its employees; each slider you position at 75 will give a payo� of £1 to the good
cause.

Please place the 15 sliders below as you see fit.
19 The availability of the social task in for-profit contracts approximates the possibility of CSR activities.
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Fair and equitable trade (if selected)
For-profit Imagine you are working for a company investing in new businesses. The com-
pany only cares about generating returns for its investors by selecting the most
promising ventures.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 25 you can generate returns for the company by
investing in the most promising ventures; each slider you position at 25 will give you a
payo� of £1.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 75 you can make finance accessible to fair trade
businesses in developing countries; each slider you position at 75 will give a payo� of £1
to the good cause.

Please place the 15 sliders below as you see fit.

Nonprofit Imagine you are working for a company dedicated to investing in new businesses.
The company only cares about alleviating poverty by supporting fair trade busi-
nesses in developing countries.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 25 you can generate returns for the company by
investing in the most promising ventures; each slider you position at 25 will give you a
payo� of £0.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 75 you can make finance accessible to fair trade
businesses in developing countries; each slider you position at 75 will give a payo� of £1
to the good cause.

Please place the 15 sliders below as you see fit.

Social enterprise Imagine you are working for a company investing in new businesses. It
is in the best interests of the organization that both o�ering fair trade businesses
in developing countries access to loans and credit facilities and ensuring a positive
rate of return on investments receive attention.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 25 you can generate returns for the company by
investing in the most promising ventures; each slider you position at 25 will give you a
payo� of £0/£0.25/£0.50/£1.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 75 you can make finance accessible to fair trade
businesses; each slider you position at 75 will give a payo� of £1 to the good cause.

Please place the 15 sliders below as you see fit.

Water quality and environment (if selected)
For-profit Imagine you are working for a company providing water services to a variety of
other organizations on the market. The company only cares about generating revenue
by expanding market access.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 25 you can generate revenue for the company by
expanding market access; each slider you position at 25 will give you a payo� of £1.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 75 you can reduce the carbon emissions resulting
from product packaging and delivery; each slider you position at 75 will give a payo� of
£1 to the good cause.

Please place the 15 sliders below as you see fit.
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Nonprofit Imagine you are working for a company providing environmentally sustainable
water services to a variety of other organizations. The company only cares about hav-
ing an environmentally friendly product, with minimal carbon emissions and fully
recyclable packaging.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 25 you can generate revenue for the company by
expanding market access; each slider you position at 25 will give you a payo� of £0.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 75 you can reduce the carbon emissions resulting
from product packaging and delivery; each slider you position at 75 will give a payo� of
£1 to the good cause.

Please place the 15 sliders below as you see fit.

Social enterprise Imagine you are working for a company providing environmentally sus-
tainable water services to a variety of other organizations on the market. It is in the best
interests of the organization that both ensuring that production and delivery are
done with minimal environmental impact and increasing revenues by expanding
market access receive attention.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 25 you can generate revenue for the company
by expanding market access; each slider you position at 25 will give you a payo� of
£0/£0.25/£0.50/£1.

• By placing the slider exactly at position 75 you can reduce the carbon emissions resulting
from product packaging and delivery; each slider you position at 75 will give a payo� of
£1 to the good cause.

Please place the 15 sliders below as you see fit.

This is the end of Part 2. Please proceed to the next screen.

Part 3 – Preferred contract
You will now perform the slider task once more. However, this time you can choose your
preferred contract from the ones in Part 2. Please proceed to the next screen.

Workforce reintegration (if selected)
Which contract would you like to perform the slider task in?

• The company provides garbage collection services on the market and cares only about
generating revenue. Placing the slider at exactly 25 produces an own payo� of £1. Placing
the slider at exactly 75 produces a payo� of £1 for the good cause.

• The company reintegrates the unemployed into the workforce by hiring them to provide
garbage collection services and cares only about the professional development of its em-
ployees. Placing the slider at exactly 25 produces an own payo� of £0. Placing the slider
at exactly 75 produces a payo� of £1 for the good cause.

• The company reintegrates unemployed people into the workforce by hiring them to provide
garbage collection services that are sold on the market. It is in the best interests of the
organization that both generating revenue and aiding the professional development of its
employees receive attention. Placing the slider at exactly 25 produces an own payo� of
£0/£0.25/£0.50/£1. Placing the slider at exactly 75 produces a payo� of £1 for the good
cause.
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Fair and equitable trade (if selected)
Which contract would you like to perform the slider task in?

• The company invests in the most promising new businesses and cares only about generating
returns for investors. Placing the slider at exactly 25 produces an own payo� of £1. Placing
the slider at exactly 75 produces a payo� of £1 for the good cause.

• The company provides access to finance for fair trade businesses in developing countries
and cares only about poverty alleviation. Placing the slider at exactly 25 produces an own
payo� of £0. Placing the slider at exactly 75 produces a payo� of £1 for the good cause.

• The company provides access to finance for fair trade businesses in developing countries
with a positive rate of return on investments. It is in the best interests of the company
that both generating positive returns and poverty alleviation receive attention. Placing
the slider at exactly 25 produces an own payo� of £0/£0.25/£0.50/£1. Placing the slider
at exactly 75 produces a payo� of £1 for the good cause.

Water quality and environment (if selected)
Which contract would you like to perform the slider task in?

• The company provides water services to other organizations on the market and cares only
about generating revenue. Placing the slider at exactly 25 produces an own payo� of £1.
Placing the slider at exactly 75 produces a payo� of £1 for the good cause.

• The company provides water services to other organizations and cares only about envi-
ronmental sustainability. Placing the slider at exactly 25 produces an own payo� of £0.
Placing the slider at exactly 75 produces a payo� of £1 for the good cause.

• The company provides water services to other organizations on the market. It is in the
best interest of the organization that both generating revenue and environmental sus-
tainability receive attention. Placing the slider at exactly 25 produces an own payo� of
£0/£0.25/£0.50/£1. Placing the slider at exactly 75 produces a payo� of £1 for the good
cause.

[Subjects then perform slider task in chosen contract.]
This is the end of Part 3. Please proceed to the next screen.

Part 4 – Questionnaire
Before you complete the experiment, please answer the following questions.

What is your gender?

• Male
• Female

What is your age?

• Under 25
• 25-34
• 35-44
• 45-54
• 55 or older

What is the highest level of schooling you have completed?

• High school diploma
• Bachelor degree
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• Master degree
• Other

Are you currently as student?

• Yes
• No

What is your educational background?

• Economics and business
• Arts, architecture, and design
• Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
• Law, social sciences, and humanities
• Medicine, health, and care
• Other

What was your gross income (across all sources of income) in 2018? We understand this infor-
mation is sensitive. Therefore, if you want, you can keep it private. However, this information
may help us understand di�erences in economic decision-making.

• Less than £10,000
• Between £10,000 and £25,000
• Between £25,000 and £50,000
• Between £50,000 and £75,000
• More than £75,000
• I prefer not to answer this question

For this question, you will be randomly and anonymously paired with another participant. This
question allows you to earn some money. You are endowed with £10 and have to decide
how much of the £10 you would like to share with the other participant. Please enter the
amount you would like to give to the other participant below (you will keep the remainder of
the £10 for yourself). Values between 0 and 10 are allowed, up to two decimals (e.g. 9.99 or
0.01). If selected for payment, you will receive the amount you chose to keep and
the randomly selected participant will receive the amount you chose to give. At the
same time, you will also be randomly paired with another participant deciding how
to share £10 with you. If selected for payment, you will also receive this amount.
Note that the person you give to and the person that gives to you will not be the
same person. [Altruism]

• ...

Imagine a similar situation to the one just described (i.e. sharing £10), with three di�erences.
First, in this case, you are the recipient. Second, you can choose to refuse the amount received
if you consider it inappropriate. However, if you refuse the amount, neither you or the other
person would receive any payo�. Note that this question will not earn you money. What
would be the minimum amount o�ered that you would accept? Values between 0 and 10 are
allowed, up to two decimals (e.g. 9.99 or 0.01). [Inequality aversion]

• ...

For each of the statements below, please select the option that best describes you. The options
are: strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat agree, and
strongly agree. [Compassion]

• I am rarely moved by the plight of the underprivileged. (reverse coded)
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• Most social programs are too vital to do without.
• It is di�cult for me to contain my feelings when I see people in distress.
• To me, patriotism includes seeing to the welfare of others.
• I seldom think about the welfare of people whom I don’t know personally. (reverse coded)
• I am often reminded by daily events about how dependent we are on one another.
• There are few public programs that I wholeheartedly support. (reverse coded)
• I have little compassion for people in need who are unwilling to take the first step to help

themselves. (reverse coded)
• Please click on ‘Somewhat disagree’ [attention check]

Imagine you won £1,000 in a lottery. Considering your current situation, how much would you
donate to a good cause? Values between 0 and 1,000 are allowed, up to two decimals (e.g. 999.99
or 0.01). [Hypothetical altruism]

• ...

How do you assess your willingness to share with others without expecting anything in return
when it comes to a good cause? Please use a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means you are
“completely unwilling to share” and 10 means you are “very willing to share”. You can use
values in between to indicate where you fall on the scale. [Willingness to share]

• ...

Are you generally a person who is fully prepared to take risks or do you try to avoid taking
risks? Please use a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means you are “completely unwilling to take
risks” and 10 means you are “fully prepared to take risks”. You can use values in between to
indicate where you fall on the scale. [Risk preferences]

• ...

How willing are you to give up something that is beneficial for you today in order to benefit more
from that in the future? Please use a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means you are “completely
unwilling to give up something today” and 10 means you are “fully prepared to give up something
today”. You can use values in between to indicate where you fall on the scale.[Time preferences]

• ...

How would you label an organization with both economic and social value creation goals?

• ...

How would you perceive a social enterprise that introduces performance bonuses?

• ...

What was the own payo� per slider o�ered by the social enterprise contract?

• £0/£0.25/£0.50/£1 [manipulation check]

In the past, have you:

• Been employed by a non-profit? Yes/no
• Been employed by a social enterprise? Yes/no

How often do you:

• Volunteer? Rarely/often
• Donate to social organizations? Rarely/often
• Work professionally with social organizations? Rarely/often [Prosocial behavior ]
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Appendix B Experimental Checks
Sample and summary statistics This appendix presents a set of basic checks on the data
generated through our experiment, whose design we summarize in Table 1. We impose several
restrictions on our main sample in order to ensure the highest quality of data. First, we consider
sliders placed at 23-27 and 73-77 as correct, indicating a clear intention to exert commercial or
social e�ort; we then require that subjects have placed at most 10 of the 60 sliders they perform
overall outside of these ranges. Second, we require subjects to pass at least one of the attention
and manipulation checks. Third, we require our gender variables and the one o�ered by Prolific
to be in agreement. Fourth, we require subjects not to complete the experiment in less than 10
minutes or more than 40 minutes (potential signals of lack of attention). These criteria leave us
with a sample of 708 subjects, although Table D.1 shows our findings are robust to tightening
or relaxing these restrictions. Table 2 provides summary statistics for our sample. Half of the
participants are women, 16.5% are students, 40% have a bachelor degree, and 13% have a master
degree. Respondents span the income and age ranges, although a large share are below age 44
and below £50,000 annual income. Average Compassion is 29.19 out of 40 (very similar to the
average of 28.19 in the original study by Perry, 1996) and subjects share on average £4.2 in
the dictator game (with a large fraction sharing exactly £5). Subjects report being willing to
share without expecting anything in return (mean 6.4 on a 0-10 scale), and 24.4% and 10.5%
report previous non-profit or social enterprise employment. Table B.3 further shows that most
social preference measures are positively correlated. Subjects are moderately willing to take
risks (mean 5.1 on a 0-10 scale), but are willing to give something up today in order to benefit
in the future (mean 6.5 on a 0-10 scale). Finally, subjects completed the experiment in around
18.5 minutes on average, although substantial variation exists.

Good cause (mission) choice To ensure the saliency of the social task, we allowed subjects to
choose their preferred good cause from the options: workforce reintegration, fair and equitable
trade, and water quality and environment. This choice of good cause informs the company
descriptions (mission) that subjects face. Subjects’ choices are shown in Table B.1, by treatment.
Table B.4 performs a multinomial logit estimation of the choice of mission on demographics,
social preferences, and dummies for the treatment subjects were allocated to (i.e. £0.25, £0.50,
and £1 incentive levels, against a £0 baseline). The results suggest that social preferences and
demographics are largely uncorrelated with the choice of good cause. Subjects in the £0.25
and £0.50 treatments were less likely to select a workforce reintegration or fair trade mission,
preferring an environmental mission instead, and the treatment dummies are jointly significant
(p = 0.023). However, a ‰

2 test cannot reject the independence of mission and treatment (p
= 0.111). The latter is consistent with the structure of the experiment, as subjects were not
aware of the treatment they were randomly allocated to (i.e., the social enterprise bonus) when
they chose the good cause. To alleviate any concerns regarding the endogenous nature of the
mission choice, our robustness checks using regression analyses include mission choice dummies,
essentially comparing within groups of individuals choosing the same good cause. Moreover, the
results are virtually the same across the di�erent social missions (Online Appendix G).

Randomization check We assess whether our randomization procedure has been successful
by estimating a set of regressions of various demographics and social preferences on treatment
dummies in Table B.5. The £0.25 treatment has a slightly larger share of individuals with
income between £25,000 and £50,000, and subjects took longer to practice the slider task
in the £0.50 and £1 treatments. These significant coe�cients are within the bounds of the
number of significant e�ects appearing by chance and become insignificant when performing
multiple hypothesis testing adjustments (Romano and Wolf, 2005; List et al., 2019). For other
demographics and social preferences the dummies are jointly insignificant (all p > 0.25), and
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produce a poor fit of the data (all R
2

< 0.01). This is true not only for the main analysis sample
(N = 708), but also when we use all the available observations (N = 796). Overall, this analysis
suggests that our randomization has been successful.

Randomization inference Recent work by Young (2019) suggests that statistical inference
in experiments is often based on potentially inappropriate asymptotic theory, occasionally re-
sulting in standard errors that are too small and an over-rejection of null hypotheses. Instead,
he proposes the use of randomization inference, where treatment is randomly re-allocated among
experimental observations, with 1,000 permutations. The analysis is performed each time, pro-
ducing an empirical distribution of the coe�cients of interest, against which the obtained coef-
ficient can be compared, producing an empirical p-value equivalent (Heß, 2017). The results in
Table B.2 show the results of randomization inference analysis performed for social enterprise
Social e�ort without sorting in columns (1)-(4), social enterprise Social e�ort with sorting in
columns (5)-(8), and social enterprise employees’ Compassion and Social motivation in columns
(9)-(12). Odd columns present the experimental p-values and even columns present the equiv-
alent randomization inference p-values, obtained from regressing these outcomes on treatment
dummies. These regressions are similar to the pairwise analyses in Tables 3 and 4, but consider
all treatments jointly. Social e�ort results are identical across methods, while the di�erences are
very small for social preferences, reinforcing our finding that high-powered incentives lead less
prosocial employees to select into social enterprises.

Table B.1: Choice of Good Cause

Workforce Fair and Water quality
Treatment reintegration equitable trade and environment N

£0 50 36 84 170
£0.25 41 24 113 178
£0.50 39 36 110 185
£1 47 36 92 175

Total 177 132 399 708

Number of participants in each treatment that selected the given good cause.

Table B.2: Experimental and randomization inference p-values

Social e�ort w/o sorting Social e�ort w/ sorting Motivation w/ sorting, strata
W/o strata W/ strata W/o strata W/ strata Compassion Social motiv.
EXP RI EXP RI EXP RI EXP RI EXP RI EXP RI
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

£0.25 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.475 0.477 0.441 0.461
£0.50 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.695 0.707 0.558 0.583
£1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.051 0.055 0.003 0.004

N 708 708 341 341 341 341

In each column, the dependent variable (social e�ort, compassion, social motivation) is regressed on
treatment dummies, with the £0 treatment as baseline. EXP = experimental p-value; RI = ran-
domization inference p-value; sorting denotes the condition where subjects can choose their preferred
contract; strata denotes that both experimental and randomization inference analyses account for
stratification by gender. Results using robust standard errors or adding controls are similar.
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Table B.3: Pairwise correlations

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

(1) Female 1.000
(2) Student 0.014 1.000
(3) Education 0.058 0.066 1.000
(4) Income -0.004 0.237 0.153 1.000
(5) Age -0.040 -0.433 -0.085 -0.283 1.000
(6) Compassion 0.150 0.088 0.068 0.010 0.021 1.000
(7) Altruism 0.046 0.064 -0.038 0.034 -0.060 0.136 1.000
(8) Inequality aversion 0.017 0.084 0.028 0.031 -0.070 -0.135 0.074 1.000
(9) Hypothetical altruism 0.019 0.075 -0.014 0.031 0.008 0.202 0.265 0.031 1.000
(10) Willingness to share 0.023 0.055 -0.002 -0.000 0.009 0.399 0.172 0.005 0.341 1.000
(11) Prosocial behavior 0.129 0.127 0.036 0.071 -0.055 0.233 0.141 -0.002 0.257 0.304 1.000
(12) Risk taking -0.159 -0.077 -0.015 0.117 0.016 0.021 0.051 0.032 0.088 0.148 0.110 1.000
(13) Time discounting -0.063 0.036 0.017 0.055 -0.054 0.119 0.051 -0.086 0.153 0.321 0.140 0.183 1.000
(14) Practice time 0.009 -0.014 -0.036 -0.049 -0.010 -0.050 0.041 -0.009 0.014 0.036 0.002 0.002 -0.001 1.000
(15) Comprehension time 0.006 -0.021 0.097 -0.018 -0.021 -0.047 0.017 0.101 0.026 0.031 -0.000 0.029 0.007 0.155 1.000
(16) Questions time -0.033 0.021 0.046 -0.021 -0.017 -0.034 -0.017 -0.034 0.028 0.017 -0.017 0.006 -0.004 0.089 0.095 1.000

All pairwise correlations larger than 0.074 (in absolute terms) are significant at the 5% level.
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Table B.4: Choice of Good Cause: Multinomial Logit

Workforce reintegration Fair and equitable trade
Coe�cient (s.e.) Coe�cient (s.e.)

Compassion *0.053* (0.023) 0.040 (0.024)
Altruism -0.037 (0.047) -0.046 (0.050)
Inequality aversion -0.010 (0.044) **0.102** (0.046)
Hypothetical altruism 0.000 (0.001) 0.000 (0.001)
Willingness to share -0.056 (0.053) -0.036 (0.054)
Prosocial behavior 0.071 (0.089) 0.054 (0.099)
Risk taking 0.029 (0.040) 0.034 (0.044)
Time preferences 0.027 (0.047) 0.073 (0.052)
Treatment = £0.25 **-0.628** (0.269) ***-0.830*** (0.315)
Treatment = £0.50 **-0.627** (0.274) -0.391 (0.292)
Treatment = £1 -0.180 (0.268) -0.110 (0.295)
Female 0.311 (0.206) -0.031 (0.227)
Student **-0.843** (0.363) -0.220 (0.340)
High school diploma 0.249 (0.322) -0.004 (0.348)
Bachelor degree -0.494 (0.329) -0.426 (0.356)
Master degree -0.243 (0.396) -0.238 (0.439)
< £10,000 *1.108* (0.566) 0.847 (0.566)
£10,000 – £25,000 0.956 (0.543) 0.725 (0.546)
£25,000 – £50,000 0.930 (0.551) 0.579 (0.560)
£50,000 – £75,000 0.907 (0.617) -0.043 (0.695)
> £75,000 0.740 (0.773) -0.226 (0.947)
Age 25-34 -0.302 (0.323) **-0.771** (0.340)
Age 35-44 -0.114 (0.350) -0.129 (0.359)
Age 45-54 0.413 (0.376) 0.067 (0.404)
Age > 55 -0.094 (0.465) *-1.015* (0.595)
Constant ***-2.523*** (1.035) ***-2.599*** (1.003)

N 708
LR ‰

2 (p-value) 85.25 (0.018)
Pseudo-R2 0.061

Social preferences: ‰
2 (p-value) 17.18 (0.374)

Treatment levels: ‰
2 (p-value) 11.34 (0.023)

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Standard errors in parentheses. The baseline mission
is the water quality and environment mission. For categorical variables the baselines are
high school education, income < £10,000, age 18-25, and the £0 treatment. We do not
report dummies for field of education for brevity, though none are significant. Although
the mission was chosen in advance of subjects being aware of the bonus o�ered by the
social enterprise contract (the treatment), a simple ‰

2 test rejects the independence of
mission and treatment with p = 0.111.
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Table B.5: Randomization Check

Treatment
Characteristic (1) £0.25 (2) £0.50 (3) £1 (4) p-value (5) N (6) R

2

Compassion -0.309 0.061 -0.508 0.663 708 0.002
(0.524) (0.538) (0.506)

Altruism 0.027 -0.102 -0.007 0.946 708 0.001
(0.248) (0.241) (0.237)

Inequality aversion 0.007 0.000 -0.155 0.861 708 0.001
(0.251) (0.254) (0.236)

Hypothetical altruism 18.673 24.416 17.190 0.496 708 0.003
(17.460) (16.812) (15.998)

Willingness to share -0.243 0.033 -0.272 0.476 708 0.003
(0.262) (0.257) (0.247)

Prosocial behavior -0.155 0.033 -0.066 0.587 708 0.002
(0.124) (0.136) (0.126)

Social motivation (factor) -0.055 0.029 -0.055 0.658 708 0.002
(0.082) (0.084) (0.077)

Risk taking 0.158 -0.009 -0.077 0.815 708 0.001
(0.265) (0.275) (0.267)

Time preferences 0.378 0.226 0.127 0.427 708 0.004
(0.234) (0.233) (0.225)

Age 0.073 -0.008 -0.163 0.269 708 0.005
(0.124) (0.123) (0.124)

Female -0.011 -0.008 0.014 0.965 708 0.000
(0.054) (0.053) (0.054)

Student -0.007 0.003 0.030 0.818 708 0.001
(0.039) (0.039) (0.041)

Bachelor degree -0.052 -0.001 -0.023 0.717 708 0.002
(0.052) (0.053) (0.053)

Master degree 0.028 0.007 0.002 0.862 708 0.001
(0.036) (0.035) (0.035)

Low income -0.048 -0.030 -0.028 0.843 708 0.001
(0.053) (0.053) (0.054)

Medium income 0.084* 0.077 0.050 0.291 708 0.005
(0.049) (0.048) (0.048)

High income 0.030 0.020 0.032 0.726 708 0.002
(0.032) (0.031) (0.032)

Practice time 2.677 5.863*** 6.629* 0.028 708 0.007
(2.408) (2.097) (3.881)

Comprehension time -4.894 -1.919 -5.440 0.499 708 0.004
(4.136) (4.293) (4.110)

Questions time 2.530 -0.294 1.246 0.675 708 0.002
(2.767) (2.041) (2.532)

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Each row presents results
from a separate model, regressing the given characteristic on treatment dummies, with p-values from
tests of joint significance. The omitted education categories are completed high school and other
degrees; the omitted income category comprises those who prefer not to answer. Estimating a series
of seemingly unrelated regressions produces similar results. Multiple hypothesis testing adjustments
(Romano and Wolf, 2005; List et al., 2019) eliminate the significant coe�cients.
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Appendix C Power Calculations
To ensure we are able to detect meaningful changes in social task e�ort, we performed a series of
ex ante power calculations. In other words, given the sample sizes we target, the expected means
and standard deviations, and the required significance level, what is the statistical power to
detect a given e�ect? Conversely, what is the smallest e�ect we can detect while still maintaining
statistical power above the conventional 80%? The purpose of this section, therefore, is to ensure
that our experiment is able to maximize power and minimize the e�ect sizes it can detect.

Following List et al. (2011), for independent groups with means µa and µb, standard devi-
ations ‡a = ‡b = ‡, sample sizes Na and Nb, significance level –, and detectable e�ect size ”,
statistical power 1 ≠ — for a two-sided test is calculated to satisfy:

” = (t–/2 + t—)

Û
‡2

a

Na
+ ‡

2
b

Nb
(C.1)

Equation C.1 shows that the e�ect size ” we can detect increases with the required significance
level (i.e. we can detect larger e�ects at 5% than at 1% significance) and the standard deviations
of the outcomes (i.e. the lower the underlying heterogeneity, the smaller the e�ect we can detect),
but decreases with sample size (i.e. the more observations, the smaller the e�ect we can detect).
The formula also shows that ” and t— (and, as a result, 1 ≠ —) are positively correlated, which
implies that small e�ect sizes can only be detected when there is more statistical power. While
statistical power rises with sample size, budget constraints limit this avenue, highlighting the
trade-o� between power and e�ect size. The results below provide a set of assumptions regarding
sample sizes, means, standard deviations, and significance, in order to assess the relationship
between e�ect size and power in our experiment.

In Panel A of Table C.1, we consider comparisons of social enterprise (SE) social e�ort across
treatments, with sample size 200 per group, fixing one sample mean to 7.5 as our expectation of a
fully balanced e�ort allocation, and varying the other to achieve various ” levels and standardized
e�ect sizes 0.2 < ”/‡ < 1.20 Based on a pilot experiment, we set ‡ œ {1, 1.5, 2, 2.5}. Results in
column (8) suggest that we have substantial power (below the conventional 80% only in the most
conservative settings) to detect small e�ect sizes in two-sided tests. For similar comparisons
across treatments when sorting is permitted, we expect social enterprise sample sizes around
120-150, such that power is close to that in Panel A.

In Panels B and C, we consider comparisons between the largest group (social enterprise)
and smallest group (for-profit/nonprofit) within the £0.50 and £1 treatments, as suggested by
the pilot experiment.21 The larger sample size we expect for the social enterprise group is in
line with the higher expected variance in this group (List et al., 2011), although the ratio of
variances is perhaps smaller. Small variations in sample size or variance (between groups) do
not a�ect the main conclusions, namely that unless standard deviations are very large (‡ > 1.5),
our tests significantly detect a 1-unit change in e�ort allocation with power 1 ≠ — > 80%.

For completeness, in column (10) we show the minimum e�ect size ”min for a given standard
deviation in two-sided tests with 80% power. In these two-sided tests, we are virtually always
able to detect changes of ”/‡ Ø 0.6. Note that so far we have used two-sided tests in our power
calculations in order to be conservative. As our hypotheses are mostly one-sided, we calculate
power for such tests in column (9): as expected, these tests are even more powerful.

Some of the comparisons we perform (for example, between contracts without sorting) repre-
sent dependent samples; in the case of such within-subject comparisons, power is expected to be
at least as high (List et al., 2011). We confirm this result in Figure C.1, where we calculate the

20 There is no ex ante reason to expect di�erent variance in SE social e�ort across treatments when sorting is
not allowed; therefore, we opted for equal samples across treatments (List et al., 2011). F -tests based on Table 3
data show that, ex post, the assumption of equal variance of social e�ort is valid.

21 The latter groups are smaller, but their mean di�erence is expected to be large, so power is retained.
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Figure C.1: Power levels for two-sided mean comparisons between- and within-individuals
(– = 0.05, ‡a = ‡b = ‡ = 2, ” = 1 or 0.5, ”/‡ = 0.5 or 0.25, H0: µa = µb, Ha: µa ”= µb).

power achieved for between- and within- comparisons for ‡ = 2 and ” = 1 (i.e, ”/‡ = 0.5) and,
even more conservatively, ” = 0.5 (i.e, ”/‡ = 0.25), following the simulation-based approach
proposed by Bellemare et al. (2016). While we do not have enough power to detect ”/‡ = 0.25,
we obtain 1 ≠ — > 80% for ”/‡ = 0.5 whenever our groups have at least 80 subjects each.

Figure C.2 confirms the power calculations in Table C.1, showing the required sample size
for detecting a given e�ect size ” with 80% power, when ‡ œ {1, 1.5, 2, 2.5}. Only in the most
conservative settings (with high variance and small e�ect sizes) do we require samples larger
than the ones we obtain; we are almost always able to detect 1-unit changes in e�ort.

Finally, since we are interested in testing a number of hypotheses, we must adjust ex ante for
multiple hypothesis testing (List et al., 2019). As a conservative approach, we use a Bonferroni
correction, requiring – = 0.05/k, where k is the number of hypotheses. For instance, assuming
k = 5, then the necessary significance level becomes – = 0.01. In this case, the minimum e�ect
sizes relative to the standard deviation, ”min/‡, we are able to detect with 80% power are 0.342,
0.639, and 0.751 in panels A, B, and, respectively, C. Figure C.3 shows the required sample sizes
for 80% power two-sided tests with significance – = 0.01: our sample sizes are once again able
to detect 1-unit changes in e�ort under all but the most conservative settings.

Across a range of assumptions regarding sample sizes, means, standard deviation, and sig-
nificance, our experiment is ex ante able to detect small changes in social e�ort – i.e. around
half a standard deviations, regardless of the actual standard deviation – even under the most
conservative specifications. Ex post, it is important to note that while the standard deviations
resulting from our experiment were higher than the ones we used for power calculations, the
materialized di�erences were also larger, such that power was maintained throughout.22

22 While List et al. (2011) warn against performing ex post power calculations, we can still estimate ex post

minimum detectable e�ects, or MDEs (Ioannidis et al., 2017). Regressing social enterprise social e�ort on treat-
ment dummies without sorting, we obtain standard errors of around 0.39, which correspond to MDEs of 1.1 units
of social e�ort. These numbers are smaller than the estimated e�ects, again suggesting our study is well powered.
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Figure C.3: Required sample size for detecting e�ect size ” with 80% power in two-sided mean
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Table C.1: Power Calculations

2-sided 1-sided
Na Nb µa µb ‡ ”/‡ – 1 ≠ — 1 ≠ — ”

80%
min

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

A. 200 200 7.5 8 2.5 0.20 0.05 0.514 0.638 0.700
Without 200 200 7.5 8.5 2.5 0.40 0.05 0.979 0.991
sorting 200 200 7.5 9 2.5 0.60 0.05 1.000 1.000

200 200 7.5 8 2 0.25 0.05 0.703 0.803 0.560
200 200 7.5 8.5 2 0.50 0.05 0.999 1.000
200 200 7.5 9 2 0.75 0.05 1.000 1.000
200 200 7.5 8 1.5 0.33 0.05 0.914 0.954 0.420
200 200 7.5 8.5 1.5 0.66 0.05 1.000 1.000
200 200 7.5 9 1.5 1.00 0.05 1.000 1.000
200 200 7.5 7.75 1 0.25 0.05 0.703 0.803 0.280
200 200 7.5 8 1 0.50 0.05 0.999 1.000
200 200 7.5 8.5 1 1.00 0.05 1.000 1.000

B. 100 40 7.5 8 2.5 0.20 0.05 0.186 0.281 1.310
With 100 40 7.5 8.5 2.5 0.40 0.05 0.565 0.685

sorting 100 40 7.5 9 2.5 0.60 0.05 0.890 0.939
(£0.50) 100 40 7.5 8 2 0.25 0.05 0.264 0.376 1.048

100 40 7.5 8.5 2 0.50 0.05 0.756 0.845
100 40 7.5 9 2 0.75 0.05 0.978 0.991
100 40 7.5 8 1.5 0.33 0.05 0.425 0.551 0.786
100 40 7.5 8.5 1.5 0.66 0.05 0.943 0.971
100 40 7.5 9 1.5 1.00 0.05 0.999 1.000
100 40 7.5 7.75 1 0.25 0.05 0.264 0.376 0.524
100 40 7.5 8 1 0.50 0.05 0.756 0.845
100 40 7.5 8.5 1 1.00 0.05 0.999 1.000

C. 120 25 7.5 8 2.5 0.20 0.05 0.148 0.230 1.540
With 120 25 7.5 8.5 2.5 0.40 0.05 0.439 0.566

sorting 120 25 7.5 9 2.5 0.60 0.05 0.774 0.858
(£1) 120 25 7.5 8 2 0.25 0.05 0.204 0.304 1.232

120 25 7.5 8.5 2 0.50 0.05 0.618 0.732
120 25 7.5 9 2 0.75 0.05 0.923 0.960
120 25 7.5 8 1.5 0.33 0.05 0.325 0.446 0.924
120 25 7.5 8.5 1.5 0.66 0.05 0.854 0.915
120 25 7.5 9 1.5 1.00 0.05 0.995 0.998
120 25 7.5 7.75 1 0.25 0.05 0.204 0.304 0.616
120 25 7.5 8 1 0.50 0.05 0.618 0.732
120 25 7.5 8.5 1 1.00 0.05 0.995 0.998

Power calculations for mean comparisons. In panel A, we compare any pair of treatments, with
equal variance and sample size; in panels B and C, we consider comparisons between the expected
largest and smallest groups within each treatment. With 80% power, the equivalent standardized
minimum e�ect sizes ”

80%
min/‡ in column (10) are 0.280, 0.524, and 0.616 in panels A, B, and,

respectively, C. In other words, whatever the actual experimental standard deviation, we are able
to capture rather small changes in the mean.
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Appendix D Robustness Check: Di�erent Samples
Attention and manipulation checks To examine the extent to which subjects pay attention
to the experiment, we included an attention check in our compassion sub-scale, asking subjects
to select a particular item (i.e. ‘Somewhat disagree’). In addition, we included a manipulation
check, asking subjects to recall the bonus o�ered by the social enterprise contract. 95.35% of
the 796 subjects passed the attention check by clicking on the required option, but only 55.90%
passed the manipulation check, correctly recalling the social enterprise bonus. Rather than
being due to poor understanding, this is most likely due to subjects not correctly assigning the
social enterprise nomenclature to a particular contract, as the contracts subjects encountered
in Parts 2 and 3 only included the company description and not a particular label. In other
words, while the SE was described as a company for which both commercial and social tasks
are important, the ‘social enterprise’ label was never actually used prior to the manipulation
check. The unfortunate choice of wording in the manipulation check, coupled with the possibility
of exerting e�ort on commercial and social tasks across all contracts, may have thus created
confusion and led to wrong answers on the manipulation check. This question was also among the
last asked in a rather long experiment, such that fatigue could have set in. Nonetheless, passing
the manipulation check was independent of passing the attention check (‰2 test, p = 0.915),
suggesting that subjects did not systematically fail to pay attention. Moreover, passing or failing
the attention check is independent of treatment, such that attrition for this reason is random
(and generally, those who pass either check are not statistically di�erent from those who fail
on meaningful dimensions). Nevertheless, we exclude the 2.01% of subjects who failed both of
these checks, although we have verified that including these subjects in our analyses does not
a�ect our results. Table D.1 shows social enterprise social e�ort for di�erent samples, relaxing
and tightening restrictions around i) slider placement, ii) attention and manipulation checks, iii)
gender, and iv) time taken to complete the experiment. Results are very similar across panels,
including those where we require subjects to pass the attention check (Panels C and D), to pass
at least one of the two checks (Panels A and E), and where we do not impose a restriction
around attention and manipulation checks (Panels B, F, and G).

Definition of gender To stratify our randomization by gender, we used the pre-screening
feature on the Prolific platform. This feature uses questions the platform previously asked its
participants with regards to gender, allowing us to target our experiment at di�erent subgroups.
More specifically, we ran two identical experiments, restricting potential subjects to men in one
and women in the other. To ensure subjects are not aware of this aspect of our experimental
design and as a data quality check, we also ask subjects for their gender in Part 4. The pre-
existing platform variable is consistent with the questionnaire answer, with an agreement rate of
99.26%. Throughout the analysis, we restrict the sample to observations where the two gender
variables agree. Our results are robust to relaxing this restriction, as can be seen in Table D.1
by comparing Panels A, C, and E on the one hand, and Panels B, D, F, and G on the other.

Slider task placement In the experiment, we required subjects to position sliders exactly
at 25 and 75 in order to produce a unit of real e�ort.23 Indeed, 95.04% of the total 47,760

23 The original task in Gill and Prowse (2012) is designed to measure total e�ort and consists of 48 sliders to
be placed at exactly 50 in the space of two minutes. We use 15 sliders per contract to reduce the likelihood of
subjects becoming bored with the task. In addition, our use of positions 25 and 75 as focal points is purely a
matter of labeling, which we make clear to our subjects. A pilot experiment confirmed that these labels did not
a�ect the decisions made by subjects and that the task is neither trivial, as it is not immediately obvious where
precisely positions 25 and 75 are found, nor prohibitively di�cult. As the e�ort required to move the slider in each
direction is identical, di�erences in individuals’ cost of taking the commercial or social action are only driven by
social motivation di�erences. Alternatively, subjects could have moved the slider to their preferred distribution
between commercial and social e�ort on a 0-100 scale; however, this e�ort allocation measure is similar to the
dictator game we employ to measure altruism. We believe that allowing individuals to allocate e�ort in a binary
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sliders were positioned correctly, and this does not di�er by company type. However, despite
an intention to exert commercial or social e�ort, there may be minor errors in positioning the
slider. For instance, the slider could be positioned at 23, 24, 26, 27, 73, 74, 75, or 76, and these
represent 0.86% of sliders. In our main results, we count minor deviations as units of e�ort under
the assumption that they closely match an intention to place the slider precisely, but our results
are unchanged when we only use precisely placed sliders, as Panels A and B of Table D.1 show.
The remaining 4.1% of sliders are placed at other numbers, and in some observations more than
half the sliders are inadequately placed. These subjects moved sliders more or less randomly and
we drop them from the analysis; their inclusion attenuates our results only slightly, see Panels
E, F, and G in Table D.1. Finally, a small number of participants placed sliders exclusively at 0
or 100, which indicate the direction of e�ort intended, but are clear deviations, such that they
are not included in our main sample; recoding these observations (as 25 and 75) to count as
units of e�ort leaves our results virtually identical.

Duration outliers There were several outliers with regards to the duration of the experiment,
i.e. 2.1% of subjects took less than 10 minutes and 1.5% of subjects took more than 40 minutes.
For the former, a short completion time may signal low attention paid to the task, reducing the
quality of the data we obtain. The most likely reasons for the latter are that the session was left
running while the subject was away temporarily or that a connection timed-out temporarily;
either way, subjects may have paid less attention to the study. Our main sample excludes these
observations, but the results are robust to including them, as can be seen in Table D.1 by
comparing Panels A, C, and E on the one hand, and Panels B, D, F, and G on the other.

Answer consistency Under sorting, subjects choose their preferred contract and perform
the slider task again. Consequently, subjects perform one contract twice, raising concerns about
answer consistency. Reassuringly, the correlations between social e�ort levels with and with-
out sorting are 0.681, 0.456, and 0.703 for individuals choosing the for-profit, nonprofit, and
respectively, social enterprise contract. Consistency in repeated contracts does not vary with
treatment level (‰2 = 0.634, p > 0.5). Figure D.1 shows a scatter plot of social e�ort with and
without sorting for individuals choosing the social enterprise contract, weighted by number of
observations. Most data points lie on the diagonal, suggesting no or minor deviations in repeated
contracts. Overall, concerns about consistency do not threaten the validity of our results.

Pilot experiment Prior to completing the experiment we analyze in this paper, we conducted
a pilot with 183 subjects, designed to guide our experimental design and power calculations. The
main di�erence between them lies in the social enterprise contract description. Whereas we now
write that “it is in the best interests of the company that both tasks receive attention”, the
pilot informed subjects that “the company cares equally about both tasks”. We deemed this
phrasing to provide too strong an anchor on a fully balanced e�ort allocation (a 50/50 split)
and unrealistic to a certain extent. We preferred to give a more ambiguous description instead,
allowing subjects to allocate their e�ort according to their perception of company needs. In
the pilot, subjects were only required to move 10 sliders per contract, which we changed to
15 sliders per contract in order to remove any perceived similarity to the £10 dictator game.
The pilot did not include a £0.25 treatment and was not stratified by gender. Nonetheless, the
pilot results in Figure D.2 display a similar pattern as those we present in Figure 1: adverse
social task specialization arises in the absence of financial incentives, while bonuses induce a
more balanced e�ort allocation without reducing social motivation levels, regardless of incentive
steepness (although with an elevated mission drift risk in the £1 treatment).

manner across 15 sliders carries less risk of introducing a purely mechanical relationship between social preferences
and e�ort allocations, avoiding common method bias. Furthermore, we use 15 sliders – rather than 10, as we did
in the pilot experiment – in order to limit any scale similarity between the slider task and the dictator game.
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Table D.1: Social Enterprise Social E�ort: Other Samples

No sorting Sorting
(1) £0 (2) £0.25 (3) £0.50 (4) £1 (5) £0 (6) £0.25 (7) £0.50 £1 (8)

A. NS = 0, F = Fp, 10 Æ t Æ 40, pass either check (N = 594, NSE = 291)
Units 11.000 7.099 7.088 7.338 10.350 7.390 7.951 7.504

(3.599) (3.672) (3.762) (3.741) (3.416) (3.140) (3.054) (2.572)
Share 0.733 0.473 0.472 0.489 0.690 0.492 0.530 0.500

(0.239) (0.244) (0.250) (0.249) (0.227) (0.209) (0.203) (0.171)
B. NS = 0 (N = 623, NSE = 307)

Units 10.913 7.238 7.141 7.463 10.302 7.405 7.940 7.459
(3.676) (3.703) (3.776) (3.774) (3.447) (3.025) (3.019) (2.620)

Share 0.727 0.482 0.476 0.497 0.686 0.493 0.529 0.497
(0.245) (0.246) (0.251) (0.251) (0.229) (0.201) (0.201) (0.174)

C. NS Æ 10, F = Fp, 10 Æ t Æ 40, pass attention check (N = 686, NSE = 332)
Units 10.928 7.088 7.165 7.323 10.687 7.362 8.000 7.590

(3.612) (3.760) (3.587) (3.526) (3.421) (3.180) (3.018) (2.557)
Share 0.728 0.474 0.478 0.490 0.712 0.491 0.535 0.506

(0.240) (0.249) (0.239) (0.234) (0.228) (0.210) (0.200) (0.170)
D. IS Æ 10, pass attention check (N = 717, NSE = 346)

Units 10.948 7.173 7.215 7.325 10.775 7.378 7.989 7.500
(3.649) (3.757) (3.592) (3.633) (3.441) (3.073) (2.987) (2.682)

Share 0.729 0.479 0.481 0.491 0.718 0.492 0.534 0.500
(0.243) (0.249) (0.239) (0.242) (0.229) (0.203) (0.198) (0.178)

E. IS Æ 30, F = Fp, 10 Æ t Æ 40, pass either check (N = 722, NSE = 349)
Units 10.794 7.088 7.112 7.222 10.274 7.426 7.978 7.500

(3.714) (3.743) (3.659) (3.599) (3.800) (3.333) (2.992) (2.632)
Share 0.727 0.480 0.474 0.484 0.706 0.496 0.539 0.503

(0.239) (0.250) (0.243) (0.239) (0.225) (0.222) (0.204) (0.170)
F. IS Æ 30 (N = 767, NSE = 372)

Units 10.700 7.149 7.158 7.272 10.321 7.566 7.959 7.407
(3.827) (3.775) (3.635) (3.664) (3.785) (3.298) (2.949) (2.735)

Share 0.724 0.488 0.478 0.487 0.709 0.505 0.538 0.497
(0.242) (0.254) (0.242) (0.244) (0.226) (0.219) (0.201) (0.177)

G. Full sample (N = 796, NSE = 388)
Units 10.239 6.984 6.901 7.040 9.419 7.388 7.774 7.208

(4.296) (3.868) (3.790) (3.802) (4.550) (3.457) (3.101) (2.935)
Share 0.717 0.493 0.479 0.489 0.717 0.505 0.547 0.500

(0.252) (0.258) (0.246) (0.245) (0.247) (0.247) (0.209) (0.182)

These sampling criteria, though not comprehensive, cover a range of choices regarding slider placement,
duration, gender variables, and attention checks. We display social e�ort as units and shares due to the
larger number of imprecisely placed sliders not counted towards the total in some panels (esp. E, F,
and G), which could distort the interpretation of e�ort allocation. Standard deviations in parentheses.
N , NSE = total and social enterprise sample size; NS = incorrect sliders, including imprecise (e.g. 23
is incorrect); IS = incorrect sliders, excluding imprecise (e.g. 23 is correct); F , Fp = gender variables
from our experiment and Prolific; t = experiment time.
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Appendix E Robustness Check: Social Preferences
Composite social motivation measure Since social motivation may entail di�erent aspects
– altruism, compassion, reciprocity, etc. –, none of the individual measures of social preferences
may perfectly capture this complex concept. To extract the maximum information from the
various measures we collect, we perform a common factor analysis, with an orthogonal varimax
rotation. We find that our six social preference variables load onto a single factor with Eigenvalue
larger than 1 accounting for 80.78% of variance, which we label Social motivation (see Table E.1).
Inequality aversion loads negatively on this factor and Altruism has a smaller loading than our
other measures, suggesting that this game-theoretic measurement may be an imperfect proxy for
social motivation (see also Figure E.1 for variable loadings on the first two factors). Due to its
broader nature, we use Social motivation throughout the experiment, together with Compassion.
Note that including Risk preferences and Time preferences, potentially correlated with social
preferences, in the principal factor analysis produce similar results, as does using the individuals
variables underlying Prosocial behavior.

Factor analysis robustness Our measure of Social motivation is extracted through a com-
mon factor analysis, with an orthogonal varimax rotation, retaining the factor with Eigenvalue
larger than 1. We consider this the simplest and most transparent way of performing factor
analysis for the purpose of summarizing and understanding the latent variable underlying our
social preference measures. However, this approach assumes that i) the underlying factors are
uncorrelated and ii) only factors with Eigenvalue larger than 1 are relevant (Conway and Hu�-
cutt, 2003). To check whether other techniques for extracting the principal factor(s) a�ect our
analysis, we compare the results of common factor, principal-component factor, iterated prin-
cipal factor, and maximum-likelihood factor extraction techniques with orthogonal (varimax)
and non-orthogonal (oblimin and oblimax) rotations. Most of these approaches produce a single
factor with Eigenvalue larger than 1 and the drop in Eigenvalues is always largest when go-
ing from Factor 1 to Factor 2: as a result, the extraction of a single latent factor is validated
across di�erent methods. Compassion, Altruism, Hypothetical altruism, Willingness to share,
and Prosocial behavior load strongly onto this factor in each case. Table E.2 displays the corre-
lations between the principal factors obtained with the di�erent approaches. These correlations
range from 0.75 to 1.00, indicating highly consistent factors across di�erent factor extraction
and rotation methods (we find similar results performing this analysis with a promax rotation).
Using common factor analysis with an orthogonal varimax rotation seems justified in this case
(Goretzko et al., 2021). Moreover, our sample size of 708 respondents should be large enough
to produce undistorted results (Conway and Hu�cutt, 2003; Goretzko et al., 2021).

Revealed preference social motivation Social task e�ort in the for-profit contract without
sorting may also provide a measure of social motivation, because individuals renounce personal
pay-o�s in order to exert social task e�ort. This revealed preference measure is positively corre-
lated with our other social preference measures, loads positively on the Social motivation factor,
and produces similar results as the other measures (available upon request). However, due to
the random order of Part 2 contracts, the social enterprise bonus is revealed to some subjects
before they perform the for-profit contract; it could thus be contaminated by the treatment in
a way that is correlated with subsequent choices, such that Compassion and Social motivation
provide cleaner measures.

Changes in social motivation In Table 4, we provide a series of tests for equality of means,
variances, and distributions in Compassion and Social motivation (plotted in Figure E.2). We
also estimate linear regressions of these social preference measures for individuals who select into
social enterprises on the treatment dummies. The results in columns (1) and (2) of Table E.3
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show some motivation crowd-out in the £1 treatment. To examine distributional changes, we
create dummies for whether individuals are in the bottom or top 25% of individuals in a given
measure, and estimate linear probability models for their presence in social enterprises. In the £1
treatment, we find an increase (decrease) in the number of individuals at the bottom (top) of the
distribution of Social Motivation. Our measure of compassion registers no distributional shifts
across treatments. Only the selection of low Social motivation individuals into social enterprises
in the £1 treatment survives multiple hypotheses test adjustments (p = 0.011, without controls)
(List et al., 2019). Another way to analyze such shifts is to perform quantile regressions of social
preference variables on treatment dummies. Table E.4 suggests that the Social motivation of
individuals who select into the social enterprise contract is reduced across the distribution in
the £1 treatment, although this is only weakly significant; Compassion is una�ected.

Alternative social motivation measures While incentivized measures are preferable to hy-
pothetical ones, it is important to show how sensitive our results are to using di�erent constructs.
In addition, social preference games in the lab (e.g., dictator) may not accurately capture so-
cial motivation in the field (Levitt and List, 2007; Galizzi and Navarro-Martinez, 2019). We
complement such measures with psychological scales and hypothetical questions to alleviate this
external validity concern (and the main analysis focuses on Compassion and a composite Social
motivation factor). The results using these alternative measures are shown in columns (1)-(5)
of Table E.5. Increasing incentives are correlated with lower levels of social preferences in the
SE contract, in particular altruism and willingness to share when the bonus is £1. However,
the List et al. (2019) multiple hypothesis testing adjustment renders all coe�cients statistically
insignificant at conventional levels (p > 0.1), suggesting that strong incentives do not attract sig-
nificantly less motivated workers. Interestingly, column (2) suggests that incentives’ potential to
widen the distribution of individual payo�s does not deter inequality-averse individuals; workers
do not seem to perceive incentives as ‘unfair’ from a redistribution perspective, or at least do not
anticipate this consequence. As columns (6) and (7) suggest, higher social enterprise incentive
levels do not attract individuals with a higher risk propensity or more myopic individuals.24

Social preferences by contract choice One argument for why adverse specialization occurs
in social enterprises relates to the highly socially motivated individuals who join this organiza-
tional form. Regardless of the social enterprise bonus, we expect that other-regarding preferences
are lowest for self-selected for-profit workers and highest for self-selected nonprofit workers; so-
cial enterprise workers are in between, with some di�erences across treatments. To see this,
Table E.6 presents a regression analysis counterpart to the comparisons in Table 4, consider-
ing subjects make a single choice between the three contracts: social enterprise motivation is
di�erent from for-profit motivation but not nonprofit motivation outside of the £1 treatment.
To examine this possibility, we regress our social preference measures on dummies for Part 3
contract choices, controlling for treatment and choice of good cause (i.e. mission fixed e�ects).
Table E.7 shows that our expectation is met for social enterprise and for-profit worker compar-
isons, with the exception of Inequality aversion, Risk preferences, and Time preferences. It does
not appear that more inequality averse or less risk tolerant individuals join social enterprises,
although social enterprise workers put more weight on the future relative to for-profit work-
ers. While for-profit and nonprofit workers are highly di�erent in their social preferences, social
enterprise and nonprofit workers are remarkably similar, with a statistical di�erence observed
only for Hypothetical altruism (otherwise p > 0.1). This supports our argument that individu-
als selecting into social enterprises are highly socially motivated, which may result in adverse
specialization when no monetary rewards are provided.

24 We have also checked that stronger incentives do not attract individuals with di�erent levels of education or
income. They appear to attract individuals who took less time to complete the comprehension check (as a potential
proxy for cognitive ability), but multiple hypothesis testing adjustments eliminate the significant coe�cients.
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Figure E.1: Social preference loadings on the first two factors obtained from a common factor
analysis with orthogonal varimax rotation.

Table E.1: Composite Social Preferences: Factor Loadings

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Uniqueness

Compassion 0.5407 -0.0814 0.7010
Altruism 0.2691 0.2881 0.8446
Inequality aversion -0.0960 0.2748 0.9153
Hypothetical altruism 0.4501 0.2778 0.7203
Willingness to share 0.6016 0.1061 0.6268
Prosocial behavior 0.4358 0.1217 0.7953

Eigenvalue 1.1953 0.2015
Variance explained 80.78% 19.22%
Label Social motivation

Factor loadings for a common factor analysis with an orthogonal varimax rotation;
results are similar with oblique (non-orthogonal) rotations (see Table E.2). As social
context may interact with risk and time preferences, we have also checked that including
these variables in our measure of motivation does not impact the results. Reassuringly,
the results are qualitatively similar. Risk and time preferences load more on Factor 2,
so the Factor 1 has a slightly smaller, yet still dominant, explanatory power. Results
are also similar when we include the revealed social preferences from the for-profit
contract or use the 5 items that comprise Prosocial behavior individually.
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Figure E.2: Distribution of Compassion and Social motivation under sorting, by treatment and
contract choice (FP = for-profit, NP = nonprofit, SE = social enterprise).
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Table E.2: Correlations of Factors Obtained with Di�erent Methods

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

(1) CF, varimax 1.00
(2) PF, varimax 0.98 1.00
(3) IF, varimax 0.92 0.87 1.00
(4) ML, varimax 0.83 0.76 0.92 1.00
(5) CF, oblimin 0.99 0.99 0.89 0.77 1.00
(6) PF, oblimin 0.98 0.99 0.86 0.75 0.99 1.00
(7) IF, oblimin 0.97 0.94 0.98 0.88 0.95 0.94 1.00
(8) ML, oblimin 0.85 0.78 0.93 0.99 0.79 0.78 0.89 1.00
(9) CF, oblimax 0.99 0.99 0.89 0.77 1.00 0.99 0.95 0.79 1.00
(10) PF, oblimax 0.98 0.99 0.86 0.75 0.99 1.00 0.94 0.78 0.99 1.00
(11) IF, oblimax 0.97 0.94 0.98 0.88 0.95 0.94 1.00 0.89 0.95 0.94 1.00
(12) ML, oblimax 0.85 0.78 0.93 0.99 0.79 0.78 0.89 1.00 0.79 0.78 0.89 1.00

CF = common factor; PF = principal-component factor; IF = iterated principal factor; ML =
maximum-likelihood factor. All correlations produce p-values < 0.001.

Table E.3: Social Preferences, Conditional on Social Enterprise Sorting

Mean Bottom 25% Top 25%
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

A. Compassion
£0.25 -0.122 -0.074 0.022 -0.005 -0.005 0.007

(0.162) (0.170) (0.067) (0.068) (0.082) (0.085)
£0.50 -0.064 0.030 0.027 0.001 0.064 0.106

(0.158) (0.153) (0.064) (0.062) (0.080) (0.080)
£1 -0.304** -0.184 0.113* 0.087 -0.001 0.044

(0.148) (0.155) (0.064) (0.065) (0.075) (0.078)
R

2 0.016 0.143 0.013 0.112 0.004 0.110
B. Social motivation

£0.25 -0.097 -0.073 0.144** 0.138** -0.059 -0.039
(0.123) (0.123) (0.059) (0.062) (0.089) (0.089)

£0.50 -0.070 -0.025 0.098* 0.095* -0.047 -0.012
(0.119) (0.117) (0.051) (0.054) (0.086) (0.085)

£1 -0.339*** -0.274*** 0.187*** 0.177*** -0.204*** -0.170**
(0.107) (0.112) (0.052) (0.058) (0.078) (0.081)

R
2 0.039 0.137 0.026 0.100 0.032 0.134

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. N = 341. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Columns
present regressions of Compassion (standardized) and Social motivation (factor) on treatment dum-
mies; the baseline category is the £0 treatment. Controls include age, gender, studentship, education,
income, risk and time preferences, and choice of good cause.
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Table E.4: Social Preferences in Social Enterprises: Quantile Regressions

(1) 10th pct. (2) 25th pct. (3) 50th pct. (4) 75th pct. (5) 90th pct.

A. Compassion
£0.25 0.295 -0.006 -0.256 0.080 0.115

(0.347) (0.261) (0.226) (0.252) (0.420)
£0.50 0.201 0.179 0.039 0.181 -0.101

(0.302) (0.232) (0.212) (0.222) (0.323)
£1 -0.115 0.030 -0.260 -0.121 -0.374

(0.301) (0.226) (0.229) (0.190) (0.318)
B. Social motivation

£0.25 -0.106 -0.151 -0.060 -0.051 -0.045
(0.205) (0.181) (0.156) (0.172) (0.242)

£0.50 -0.239 -0.067 0.036 0.043 -0.003
(0.207) (0.182) (0.161) (0.182) (0.205)

£1 -0.317* -0.297* -0.260 -0.259 -0.359*
(0.186) (0.177) (0.163) (0.176) (0.209)

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. N = 341. Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses
(1,000 replications). Columns present quantile regressions of Compassion (standardized)
and Social motivation (factor) on treatment dummies for the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th

quantiles; the baseline category is the £0 treatment. Controls include age, gender, income,
studentship, education, risk and time preferences, and choice of good cause.

Table E.5: Social Preferences by Treatment, Conditional on Social Enterprise Sorting

Inequality Hypothetical Willing Prosocial
Altruism aversion Altruism to share behavior Risk Time

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

£0.25 -0.389 -0.316 14.214 -0.150 -0.291 -0.136 -0.076
(0.308) (0.384) (29.871) (0.375) (0.208) (0.437) (0.378)

£0.50 -0.497* -0.149 2.896 -0.039 -0.189 0.167 -0.109
(0.294) (0.366) (28.500) (0.358) (0.198) (0.417) (0.361)

£1 -0.762*** -0.199 -43.925 -0.810** -0.295 -0.043 -0.555
(0.281) (0.350) (27.262) (0.343) (0.189) (0.399) (0.345)

Test of joint significance p-value:
0.051 0.870 0.051 0.014 0.426 0.862 0.217

R
2 0.023 0.002 0.023 0.031 0.008 0.002 0.013

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. N = 341. Standard errors in parentheses. Results from
regressions of social preference measures on treatment dummies. The baseline category comprises the
£0 treatment. Controlling for age, gender, income, studentship, education, risk and time preferences,
and choice of good cause does not alter the qualitative picture. Multiple hypothesis testing adjustments
render all coe�cients statistically insignificant at conventional levels (p > 0.1).
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Table E.6: Motivation across Contracts, with Sorting

Compassion (standardized) Social motivation (factor)
(1) £0 (2) £0.25 (3) £0.50 (4) £1 (5) £0 (6) £0.25 (7) £0.50 (8) £1

For-profit -0.472*** -0.418*** -0.523*** -0.289 -0.543*** -0.494*** -0.509*** -0.248
(0.163) (0.159) (0.164) (0.209) (0.124) (0.119) (0.128) (0.159)

Nonprofit 0.002 0.109 0.186 0.076 0.020 -0.078 0.063 0.353**
(0.211) (0.223) (0.262) (0.214) (0.143) (0.188) (0.179) (0.150)

R
2 0.071 0.052 0.107 0.018 0.137 0.099 0.124 0.061

N 170 178 185 175 170 178 185 175

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Standard errors in parentheses. We regress Compassion or Social Motivation on subjects’
choice of contract, using the social enterprise motivation means in Panel B of Table 4 as a baseline.

Table E.7: Social Preferences by Contract Choice

Inequality Hypothetical Willing Prosocial Social
Compassion Altruism aversion Altruism to share behavior motivation Risk Time

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

For-profit 28.873*** 3.716*** 2.695*** 96.148*** 6.015*** 1.307** -0.136* 5.086*** 6.209***
(0.496) (0.248) (0.236) (13.888) (0.264) (0.137) (0.081) (0.264) (0.216)

Social enterprise 30.977*** 4.822*** 2.496*** 143.172*** 7.169*** 1.534*** 0.307*** 5.176*** 6.643***
(0.522) (0.237) (0.247) (18.353) (0.262) (0.149) (0.083) (0.280) (0.230)

Nonprofit 31.514*** 4.913*** 2.685*** 192.515*** 7.371*** 1.527*** 0.427*** 5.044*** 6.607***
(0.647) (0.251) (0.313) (22.131) (0.314) (0.153) (0.094) (0.341) (0.305)

Test of equality p-values:
For-profit vs social enterprise 0.000 0.000 0.312 0.001 0.000 0.031 0.000 0.675 0.020
For-profit vs nonprofit 0.000 0.000 0.971 0.000 0.000 0.086 0.000 0.894 0.157
Nonprofit vs social enterprise 0.338 0.663 0.499 0.019 0.420 0.950 0.142 0.666 0.888

R
2 0.973 0.801 0.588 0.442 0.888 0.546 0.093 0.812 0.900

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. N = 708. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Results from regressions of social preferences on contract choice
(suppressing the constant), with fixed e�ects for choice of treatment and mission.
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Appendix F Robustness Check: E�ort Measures
Share of social e�ort Our main analysis focuses on sliders moved to the position equivalent
to social e�ort, but our sampling restrictions include some observations where not all 15 sliders
in a contract were placed correctly. This may create problems in interpreting results using
social e�ort if total e�ort is not adjusted accordingly. For example, for one individual 6 units
of social e�ort out of 15 correctly placed sliders result in 40% social e�ort, while for another 6
units of social e�ort out of 10 correctly placed sliders result in 60% social e�ort.25 To address
this, we assess the e�ects of treatment on the share of e�ort exerted in the social task, i.e.
social e�ort as a fraction of total e�ort. The results for this dependent variable in Table F.1
completely mirror those in Table 3 for social e�ort units. Throughout this section, we show
results for both dependent variables in order to ensure robustness (and our multiple hypothesis
testing adjustments take this into account). Considering the di�erent sampling restrictions with
regards to slider placement in Table D.1, using units of social e�ort becomes more problematic
when including subjects with more incorrectly placed sliders, which may attenuate our adverse
specialization results for the £0 bonus social enterprise. Compare, for instance, column (1) in
Table D.1, where we progressively relax slider placement restrictions. The units of social e�ort
go down from 11 in Panel A, where we restrict the sample to subjects who only placed sliders
at 25 and 75, to 10.24 in Panel G, where all subjects are included, and sliders placed at 23-27
and 73-77 are considered correct. While units of social e�ort decrease, the share of social e�ort
only varies between 0.733 and 0.717, suggesting that this measure captures e�ort allocation well
regardless of slider placement restrictions. That results across both variables are very similar is
encouraging, and we focus our analysis on units of social e�ort due to its higher transparency.

Fixed e�ects models Without sorting, all subjects perform the for-profit, nonprofit, and
social enterprise contracts. Comparisons across contracts must then adjust for the paired nature
of the test. More specifically, the results in Table 3 suggest the social enterprise contract is always
di�erent from the nonprofit and for-profit contracts in simple and paired t-tests. An alternative
way to account for non-independence is to estimate individual fixed e�ects models. We regress
social e�ort (as units or shares) on dummies for social enterprise and nonprofit contracts, using
Part 2 observations only and the for-profit contract as a baseline. The results in Table F.2 confirm
our results: social e�ort is higher in the social enterprise and nonprofit contracts relative to the
for-profit contract; the former are di�erent from each other, with p < 0.0001, although the gap
is much smaller in the £0 treatment.

Adverse specialization The top panel of Figure 2 shows that 30%-40% of social enterprise
workers in the £0 treatment only exert social e�ort. This bimodal distribution stands in contrast
to a distribution centered around the SE social e�ort average, suggesting adverse specialization
is driven by a subgroup of workers, rather than by higher social e�ort across the board. What
drives this behavior? Our theoretical framework implies that a high level of social motivation
should increase the likelihood that workers exert only social e�ort. To examine this, we regress
a dummy for maximum social e�ort on Compassion and Social motivation in Table F.3. With
or without sorting, there does not appear to a linear association between Social motivation and
maximum social e�ort.26 More compassionate workers are more likely to exert maximum e�ort,
especially in the top decile of the distribution; the direction is the same for Social motivation,

25 Note that we do not find di�erences in social enterprise total e�ort across treatments (as subjects could
choose to move less that 15 sliders), regardless of the sample we use. Our additional study in Appendix H provides
further evidence that total e�ort is not an important adjustment margin.

26 Although the negative e�ects of Social motivation on adverse specialization in Panel B are not statistically
significant, the quadratic results suggest that both the least and the most motivated individuals may exert
maximum social e�ort. The former may do so as a response to performing a contract they would not otherwise
have chosen and may feel compelled to exert substantial social e�ort (Lazear et al., 2012).
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although these results are not significant (potentially due to small sample size). However, these
individuals have self-selected into the social enterprise contract and are more motivated than
those who self-selected into the for-profit contract, as per Table E.6. Figure F.1 displays a scatter
plot of social enterprise Social e�ort in the £0 treatment and Social motivation. Those who
self-select into the social enterprise (the gray dots) are more likely to have higher motivation,
as there are visibly fewer observations with Social motivation < 0. They are also more likely
to exert maximum social e�ort, as the concentration of gray dots in the upper right-hand side
suggests. Overall, adverse specialization in the absence of monetary incentives appears to be
driven especially by individuals with very high levels of compassion. In additional checks, we
verified that these individuals experience the largest changes in e�ort allocation once incentives
are introduced.

Measures of imbalance In our main analysis, we focus on units of Social e�ort as the most
straightforward measure of e�ort allocation, and compare social enterprise social e�ort with a
fully balanced e�ort allocation (i.e. 7.5 units) and with for-profit and nonprofit social e�ort (and
their average). Moreover, results are similar when we perform comparisons using the share of
social e�ort, with a fully balanced e�ort allocation as a reference (i.e. a 50% share). Because
our theory is centered on the notion of balance, we can also capture e�ort allocation with more
direct measures of (im)balance. These measures have a straightforward reference point (i.e. full
balance implies a value of zero) and account for incorrectly placed sliders. The di�erence between
social and commercial e�ort provides a metric of how dominant the social task is relative to the
commercial task, although this variable can become negative if commercial e�ort dominates; this
variable allows for deviations from full balance to cancel each other out and can be considered a
flexible measure of overall imbalance. Conversely, deviations from full balance can be considered
as distortions regardless of their direction; thus, total imbalance can be conceptualized as the
absolute value of the di�erence between social and commercial e�ort. Table F.4 presents the
results from using both of these variables, for which a fully balanced e�ort allocation produces a
value of zero. The £0 treatment shows a significant level of imbalance, while all other treatments
are associated with significantly more balanced e�ort allocations (similar across incentive levels).
In addition, as Panel C shows, subjects in the top decile of Compassion have higher levels of
imbalance, consistent with a relationship between social preferences and adverse specialization.

Tobit models Table 5 shows the results of linear regressions of the di�erent measures of
social e�ort and balance on treatment dummies, a dummy for the sorting condition, and their
interaction. While this represents the simplest and most transparent estimation method, all
three dependent variables exhibit a certain degree of censoring. Social e�ort can only range
between 0 and 15, as can the measure of absolute balance, while the share of social e�ort ranges
from 0% to 100%, with around 16% of observations being censored in each case. Therefore,
Tobit regressions are a more appropriate estimation technique. The Tobit results we show in
Table F.5 are fully parallel to the ones obtained with linear regression, suggesting censoring in
the dependent variables is not a concern.

Absence and presence of bonus As our results suggest, social enterprise social e�ort does
not di�er significantly between the £0.25, £0.50, and £1 treatments. To examine their joint
impact in an analysis of extensive versus intensive margin e�ects, we aggregate these three
treatments into a single Bonus dummy, whereas the £0 treatment corresponds to an social
enterprise that uses no bonus. Table F.6 replicates the analysis in Table 5 with this simple
dummy for the presence or absence of incentives. Confirming our previous findings, allowing for
sorting does not matter for the relationship between incentives and e�ort allocation.
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Figure F.1: Social e�ort in the social enterprise contract, £0 treatment.

Table F.1: Social E�ort Share, by Contract and Treatment

No sorting Sorting
£0 £0.25 £0.50 £1 £0 £0.25 £0.50 £1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

For-profit 0.328 0.344 0.349 0.376 0.266 0.276 0.273 0.325
(0.023) (0.022) (0.022) (0.023) (0.028) (0.027) (0.029) (0.062)

Social enterprise 0.729 0.477 0.475 0.492 0.709 0.504 0.535 0.507
(0.018) (0.019) (0.018) (0.018) (0.032) (0.025) (0.021) (0.015)

Nonprofit 0.887 0.854 0.869 0.854 0.890 0.917 0.911 0.897
(0.015) (0.016) (0.017) (0.018) (0.030) (0.034) (0.056) (0.046)

Social enterprise e�ort t-tests of equality p-values:
vs £0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
vs £0.25 0.922 0.553 0.340 0.925
vs £0.50 0.479 0.256
Social enterprise e�ort t-tests of equality with nonprofit and for-profit average, p-values:

+0.000 ≠0.000 ≠0.000 ≠0.000 +0.001 ≠0.006 ≠0.128 ≠0.012

Standard errors in parentheses. Within each column the for-profit, nonprofit, and social enterprise
social e�ort levels are di�erent from each other (p < 0.0001). We employ matched pair t-tests for
the no sorting condition, acknowledging that all individuals performed the slider task in all contract
types. In the bottom row, ‘+’ means the social enterprise is closer to the nonprofit than the for-profit,
and ‘≠’ means the social enterprise is closer to the for-profit than the nonprofit.
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Table F.2: Social E�ort without Sorting: Fixed E�ects Models

(1) £0 (2) £0.25 (3) £0.50 (4) £1

A. Units of social e�ort
Social enterprise 6.018*** 1.978*** 1.881*** 1.703***

(0.426) (0.331) (0.319) (0.336)
Nonprofit 8.388*** 7.567*** 7.757*** 7.057***

(0.455) (0.433) (0.425) (0.443)
B. Share of social e�ort

Social enterprise 0.401*** 0.133*** 0.126*** 0.116***
(0.028) (0.022) (0.021) (0.022)

Nonprofit 0.559*** 0.510*** 0.521*** 0.478***
(0.030) (0.028) (0.028) (0.029)

Observations 510 534 555 525
Subjects 170 178 185 175

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Robust standard errors in parentheses. The baseline
category consists of social e�ort in the for-profit contract. Social e�ort is di�erent in the
social enterprise and nonprofit contracts across all treatments, with p < 0.0001.

Table F.3: Adverse Specialization and Motivation

No sorting Sorting
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

A. Compassion
Compassion 0.027 0.037 0.235** 0.114*

(0.047) (0.040) (0.085) (0.080)
Compassion2 0.095*** 0.150***

(0.025) (0.050)
Compassion Ø 90th pct. 0.363*** 0.946***

(0.134) (0.148)
R

2 0.093 0.154 0.136 0.579 0.657 0.740
N 170 170 170 49 49 49

B. Social motivation
Social motivation -0.186 -0.076 0.241 0.145

(0.057) (0.056) (0.176) (0.183)
Social motivation2 0.085* 0.146

(0.047) (0.163)
Social motivation Ø 90th pct. -0.021 0.573

(0.139) (0.372)
R

2 0.106 0.122 0.091 0.531 0.546 0.566
N 170 170 170 49 49 49

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Standard errors in parentheses. Results from linear regressions of
dummies for exerting only social e�ort in the social enterprise with a £0 bonus on subjects’ Compas-
sion or Social Motivation (and their square terms, or a dummy for the top decile of the distribution).
Controls include age, gender, income, studentship, education, risk and time preferences, and choice
of good cause. Results are also qualitatively similar for the other social preference measures.
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Table F.4: Measures of imbalance

Absolute imbalance |S ≠ C| Absolute imbalance S ≠ C

No sorting Sorting No sorting Sorting
(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. Di�erences in balance across treatments
£0 (benchmark) 7.894 6.959 6.871 6.265

(0.349) (0.623) (0.553) (0.844)
£0.25 -2.197*** -2.192*** -7.522*** -6.128***

(0.551) (0.805) (0.774) (1.091)
£0.50 -2.570*** -2.523*** -7.632*** -5.212***

(0.546) (0.768) (0.767) (1.040)
£1 -2.717*** -3.495*** -7.111*** -6.065***

(0.553) (0.735) (0.777) (0.995)
R

2 0.043 0.064 0.163 0.111
N 708 341 708 341

B. t-tests of equality p-values
£0.25 vs £0.50 0.490 0.627 0.884 0.321
£0.25 vs £1 0.343 0.043 0.592 0.942
£0.50 vs £1 0.786 0.103 0.493 0.291

C. Compassion
Ø 90th pct. 4.590*** 9.210*** 5.805*** 10.885***

(1.449) (1.986) (1.710) (2.432)
R

2 0.153 0.701 0.175 0.677
N 170 49 170 49

D. Social motivation
Ø 90th pct. -0.202 5.293 -0.461 6.849

(1.706) (3.885) (2.007) (4.522)
R

2 0.107 0.597 0.123 0.569
N 170 49 170 49

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Standard errors in parentheses. Results from linear regressions of
balance measures on treatment dummies (Panel A) and social preference measures (Panels C and D).
The significant di�erence between the £0.25 and £1 treatments under the |S ≠ C| balance measure
is eliminated when adjusting for multiple hypothesis testing.
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Table F.5: Tobit models: Intensive and Extensive Margin E�ects

Social e�ort units Social e�ort share Absolute balance
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

£0.25 -4.683*** -4.822*** -0.310*** -0.319*** -3.074*** -3.284***
(0.509) (0.509) (0.034) (0.034) (0.749) (0.742)

£0.50 -4.825*** -4.936*** -0.321*** -0.328*** -3.395*** -3.672***
(0.508) (0.511) (0.034) (0.034) (0.750) (0.745)

£1 -4.519*** -4.594*** -0.298*** -0.303*** -3.627*** -3.803***
(0.504) (0.508) (0.034) (0.034) (0.748) (0.752)

Sorting -0.491 -0.412 -0.033 -0.028 -1.210 -1.096
(0.645) (0.631) (0.043) (0.042) (1.069) (1.039)

Sorting ◊ £0.25 0.962 0.876 0.064 0.059 0.169 0.346
(0.757) (0.748) (0.050) (0.050) (1.207) (1.171)

Sorting ◊ £0.50 1.572** 1.485** 0.106** 0.100** 0.102 0.023
(0.750) (0.736) (0.050) (0.049) (1.165) (1.134)

Sorting ◊ £1 0.791 0.704 0.050 0.045 -0.652 -0.734
(0.709) (0.695) (0.047) (0.046) (1.136) (1.103)

Constant 11.832*** 12.434*** 0.789*** 0.829*** 9.074*** 9.156***
(0.402) (0.760) (0.027) (0.051) (0.640) (1.130)

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes

N 1,049 1,049 1,049 1,049 1,049 1,049
Left-censored 46 (4.38%) 46 (4.38%) 3 (0.03%)
Right-censored 128 (12.20%) 128 (12.20%) 174 (16.59%)
Pseudo-R2 0.034 0.039 0.240 0.277 0.013 0.022

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Standard errors clustered at the subject level in parentheses.
The baseline category is the £0 treatment when sorting is not possible. See Table 5 for details.

Table F.6: Aggregating Treatments: Intensive and Extensive Margin E�ects

Social e�ort units Social e�ort share Absolute balance
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Bonus -3.744*** -3.850*** -0.248*** -0.255*** -2.494*** -2.694***
(0.318) (0.322) (0.021) (0.021) (0.510) (0.513)

Sorting -0.303 -0.238 -0.020 -0.016 -0.935 -0.875
(0.470) (0.463) (0.031) (0.031) (0.837) (0.822)

Sorting ◊ Bonus 0.824 0.756 0.054 0.050 -0.362 -0.333
(0.501) (0.495) (0.033) (0.033) (0.868) (0.851)

Constant 10.935*** 11.544*** 0.729*** 0.769*** 7.894*** 7.860***
(0.277) (0.630) (0.018) (0.042) (0.466) (0.923)

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes

N 1,049 1,049 1,049 1,049 1,049 1,049
R

2 0.151 0.175 0.150 0.173 0.062 0.108

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Standard errors clustered at the subject level in parentheses. The
baseline category is the £0 treatment when sorting is not possible (i.e. no bonus); Bonus captures all
other treatments with a positive incentive. See Table 5 for details.
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Appendix G Multiple Hypothesis Testing and Heterogeneity
Multiple hypothesis testing Throughout the analysis we compare social e�ort across several
treatments and outcomes, thus increasing the rate of false positive discoveries (Romano and
Wolf, 2005). To alleviate this concern, we follow the procedure described by List et al. (2019)
to account for multiple hypothesis testing (MHT) in conducting pair-wise comparisons between
the four treatments (£0, £0.25, £0.05, £1) and two outcomes (social enterprise social e�ort as
units and shares). Table G.1 shows unadjusted p-values, List et al. (2019) multiplicity-adjusted
p-values, and p-values from the application of conservative Bonferroni and Holm corrections. We
perform the tests separately for the conditions with and without sorting. In comparing the no
bonus group (£0) with the bonus groups (£0.25, £0.05, £1), significance is not a�ected: even
with the strongest penalties for MHT, the e�ort allocation is more balanced when a bonus is
present. These results hold for MHT adjustments accounting for comparisons by gender: with
or without sorting, the e�ort allocation is more balanced when the bonus is positive.

Gender di�erences Women are often found to have stronger other-regarding preferences and
to be more likely to engage with social, rather than commercial ventures (Croson and Gneezy,
2009; Dimitriadis et al., 2017). In our data women exhibit higher compassion, higher previous
prosocial behavior, lower risk tolerance, and higher Social motivation, which survive MHT ad-
justments (Romano and Wolf, 2005). This may imply that i) women exert more social e�ort
and potentially exhibit stronger adverse specialization, and ii) the introduction and strength of
social enterprise monetary incentives may lead to di�erent sorting patterns and e�ort allocation
for men and women. For these reasons, our randomization was stratified by gender, allowing us
to perform comparisons across groups without loss of precision.27 When we regress social e�ort
on treatment dummies, gender, and their interactions in Table G.2, women’s social e�ort is less
crowded out by incentives, and significantly so in the £0.50 treatment; however, the di�erences
in the share of e�ort devoted to the social task are not significant when sorting is allowed. Fur-
thermore, MHT adjustments suggest that gender di�erences in the e�ects of treatment on social
e�ort are not significantly di�erent for men and women, as also seen in Figure G.1. In Table G.3
we regress our motivation measures on gender, treatment dummies, and their interaction. We
find that women’s motivation is crowded out to a smaller extent, but not significantly so.

Previous social organization experience Individuals with previous social sector experience
– working for or with non-profits or social enterprises – may di�er from other individuals in two
ways. Their work may have rendered them more socially motivated (Hockerts, 2017) or may have
accustomed them to an institutional logic where revenue generation and commercial practices are
the exception rather than the norm (Pache and Santos, 2010), so incentives may elicit di�erent
reactions from this subgroup. We create a dummy variable for individuals who have worked i) in
a non-profit, ii) in a social enterprise, or iii) with a social organization and compare results across
groups with and without such experience (results are similar if we also include volunteering and
donations). Results for the subsamples of individuals with and without previous experience in
the social sector are similar in both the sorting and non-sorting conditions. Individuals with a
social sector background exert slightly less social e�ort, such that their e�ort allocation in the
£0 treatment is slightly more balanced, although adverse specialization is still present. One
speculative interpretation may be that, in contrast to the above expectation, over time social
sector employees become attuned to organizations’ financial issues and exert more e�ort on
the commercial task to compensate for this perceived deficiency. Nonetheless, the di�erences
between those with a social sector background and those without remain small.

27 Bruhn and McKenzie (2009) recommend controlling for strata dummies when assessing treatment e�ects in
regression analyses. Our regressions with and without controls (in Table 5, for example) show that controlling for
gender – our stratifying variable – does not a�ect our overall results.
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Figure G.1: Social e�ort in social enterprises by treatment for women (top) and men (bottom),
with 95% confidence intervals; the dashed line represents a fully balanced e�ort allocation.

Mission heterogeneity Because social preferences may be weakly correlated with good cause
choice (Table B.4), we use good cause choice dummies in our regression analyses, e�ectively
performing within-mission analyses. However, this approach does not necessarily imply that
the e�ects do not di�er by mission, another potentially important source of heterogeneity. We
therefore analyze social enterprise Social e�ort separately for each mission, summarizing the
results in Figure G.2. Despite small samples in the sorting condition, the results are very similar
to our pooled sample, with evidence of adverse specialization in the £0 treatment and e�ective
balanced in the £0.25, £0.50, and £1 treatments, especially when individuals are allowed to
select their preferred contract. Di�erences across chosen good causes are therefore limited and do
not add much insight beyond our main conclusions. The uniform e�ects of monetary incentives
across on social e�ort across these three representative social enterprise missions (which comprise
more than 60% of issues tackled by social enterprises, Mair et al., 2012), also hints at the validity
of our results for other types of missions.
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Figure G.2: Social e�ort in social enterprises by treatment and mission, with 95% confidence
intervals; the dashed line represents a fully balanced e�ort allocation.
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Table G.1: Multiple Hypothesis Testing Adjustments

Comparison p-value
Group 1 Group 2 Di�erence Unadjusted Adjusted Bonferroni Holm

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

A1. Units of social enterprise social e�ort, no sorting
£0.xx £0.25 3.806 0.0003 0.0003 0.0040 0.0040
£0.xx £0.50 3.827 0.0003 0.0003 0.0040 0.0033
£0.xx £1.xx 3.592 0.0003 0.0003 0.0040 0.0027
£0.25 £0.50 0.021 0.9553 0.9553 1.0000 0.9553
£0.25 £1.xx 0.213 0.5843 0.8233 1.0000 1.0000
£0.50 £1.xx 0.234 0.5503 0.8367 1.0000 1.0000

A2. Share of social enterprise social e�ort, no sorting
£0.xx £0.25 0.251 0.0003 0.0003 0.0040 0.0037
£0.xx £0.50 0.254 0.0003 0.0003 0.0040 0.0030
£0.xx £1.xx 0.236 0.0003 0.0003 0.0040 0.0023
£0.25 £0.50 0.002 0.9210 0.9340 1.0000 1.0000
£0.25 £1.xx 0.015 0.5590 0.8037 1.0000 1.0000
£0.50 £1.xx 0.017 0.4933 0.7920 1.0000 1.0000

B1. Units of social enterprise social e�ort, sorting
£0.xx £0.25 3.098 0.0003 0.0003 0.0040 0.0040
£0.xx £0.50 2.632 0.0003 0.0003 0.0040 0.0030
£0.xx £1.xx 3.032 0.0003 0.0003 0.0040 0.0023
£0.25 £0.50 0.465 0.3390 0.5513 1.0000 1.0000
£0.25 £1.xx 0.065 0.8733 0.8873 1.0000 1.0000
£0.50 £1.xx 0.400 0.3087 0.5563 1.0000 1.0000

B2. Share of social enterprise social e�ort, sorting
£0.xx £0.25 0.204 0.0003 0.0003 0.0040 0.0027
£0.xx £0.50 0.173 0.0003 0.0003 0.0040 0.0037
£0.xx £1.xx 0.202 0.0003 0.0003 0.0040 0.0030
£0.25 £0.50 0.031 0.3400 0.5100 1.0000 1.0000
£0.25 £1.xx 0.003 0.9210 0.9210 1.0000 0.9210
£0.50 £1.xx 0.028 0.2833 0.5887 1.0000 1.0000

Results from pairwise comparisons of treatment groups using the multiple hypothesis testing
p-value adjustments proposed by List et al. (2019), performed separately for the conditions
with or without sorting. Each test considers two outcomes (social e�ort as units and share)
and four treatments (£0, £0.25, £0.05, £1), and produces an estimate for the unadjusted
p-value, the List et al. (2019) multiplicity-adjusted p-value, and p-values from the application
of conservative Bonferroni and Holm corrections.
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Table G.2: Gender Di�erences in Social Enterprise E�ort Allocation

No sorting Sorting
Units Share Units Share

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

£0.25 -4.184*** -4.296*** -0.276*** -0.284*** -3.985*** -4.539*** -0.263*** -0.300***
(0.577) (0.593) (0.038) (0.039) (0.919) (0.913) (0.061) (0.061)

£0.50 -4.596*** -4.651*** -0.306*** -0.309*** -2.418*** -2.924*** -0.161*** -0.195***
(0.558) (0.562) (0.037) (0.037) (0.798) (0.814) (0.053) (0.054)

£1 -3.988*** -3.984*** -0.264*** -0.263*** -3.711*** -4.114*** -0.247*** -0.274***
(0.571) (0.582) (0.038) (0.039) (0.738) (0.758) (0.049) (0.051)

Female -0.365 -0.370 -0.024 -0.025 -0.337 -0.517 -0.022 -0.034
(0.555) (0.587) (0.037) (0.039) (0.960) (0.956) (0.064) (0.064)

Female ◊ £0.25 0.764 0.814 0.049 0.053 1.527 1.816 0.101 0.119
(0.787) (0.806) (0.052) (0.054) (1.246) (1.211) (0.083) (0.081)

Female ◊ £0.50 1.558** 1.572** 0.105** 0.106** -0.431 -0.374 -0.025 -0.022
(0.762) (0.772) (0.051) (0.051) (1.143) (1.113) (0.076) (0.074)

Female ◊ £1 0.780 0.741 0.054 0.051 1.230 1.176 0.082 0.078
(0.772) (0.787) (0.051) (0.052) (1.063) (1.054) (0.071) (0.070)

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

N 708 708 708 708 341 341 341 341
R

2 0.173 0.186 0.171 0.185 0.131 0.240 0.129 0.237

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. N = 341. Robust standard errors in parentheses. The baseline category comprises the
£0 treatment for men. Multiple hypothesis testing adjustments render all interaction coe�cients statistically insignificant
at conventional levels (p > 0.1).
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Table G.3: Gender Di�erences in Social Preferences

Compassion (standardized) Social Motivation
(1) (2) (3) (4)

£0.25 -0.334 -0.256 -0.189 -0.108
(0.255) (0.247) (0.198) (0.200)

£0.50 -0.276 -0.208 -0.134 -0.107
(0.253) (0.232) (0.194) (0.188)

£1 -0.549** -0.423* -0.464*** -0.383**
(0.236) (0.226) (0.170) (0.171)

Female -0.064 -0.080 -0.035 -0.015
(0.251) (0.245) (0.185) (0.184)

Female ◊ £0.25 0.365 0.327 0.159 0.066
(0.329) (0.328) (0.252) (0.252)

Female ◊ £0.50 0.403 0.436 0.121 0.151
(0.321) (0.304) (0.242) (0.236)

Female ◊ £1 0.444 0.433 0.226 0.199
(0.301) (0.293) (0.217) (0.214)

Controls No Yes No Yes

R
2 0.047 0.149 0.049 0.140

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. N = 341. Robust standard errors in parentheses. The
baseline category is the £0 treatment for men.
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Appendix H Additional study
Purpose To ensure robustness with regards to our experimental design choices – especially in
the e�ort required to move sliders – and investigate additional results on incentive strength, we
ran an additional study. In particular, this study answers the following questions: 1) Are the
incentive channel results robust to alternative experimental parameters, i.e. more sliders and a
time constraint? 2) Do larger incentives distort the e�ort allocation towards commercial action?
and 3) Do incentives a�ect the total e�ort level in social enterprises?

Design We retain the core features of our main experiment (i.e. company descriptions, slider
task, compassion), abstract from features that do not a�ect our results (i.e. sorting, multiple
contracts within-person, £0.50/slider bonus), and add others (incentives across company types,
time limit, 24 sliders maximum, £2/slider bonus). We implement a straightforward 3x4 between-
subject design, allocating both organizational form and incentives randomly across participants:
each individual is exposed to only one organizational form-incentive treatment. This approach
allows us to also examine how incentive e�ects di�er by organizational form.

As summarized in Table H.1, we no longer consider the £0.50/slider bonus, but introduce a
£2/slider bonus in order to check for distortions in the direction of commercial e�ort. The core
slider task remains the same, but we now follow Gill and Prowse (2012) more closely, imposing a
1-minute time limit and increasing the possible number of sliders to 24. This approach allows us
to observe variation in both e�ort allocation and total e�ort, since placing sliders is not trivial. At
the end of the experiment, we collect demographics (as before), measure individual compassion
(as before), and also include an attention check (as before, when we measure compassion) and
two manipulation checks (one regarding the bonus, one regarding the organizational form).

We collect data on Prolific Academic using the same protocol as in our main experiment (we
exclude prior participants from this additional study, but retain stratified randomization using
Prolific’s gender variable). We target 72 subjects per cell to ensure adequate statistical power,
for a total of 864 subjects. The largest possible individual payo� is £48 (in the £2 treatment)
and the average expected bonus is £30 (combining own and good cause payo�s), paid to around
1 in 10 subjects (i.e. 86 subjects), beyond the £2 participation fee that everyone receives for a
study of roughly 8 minutes. A preview of the study can be accessed here.

After imposing restrictions on not taking less than 3 or more than 16 minutes to complete
the study (3.8% of subjects) and placing at least 1 slider (2.3% of subjects), we obtain 811 uni-
formly distributed observations, with no evidence of di�erential attrition across treatments (‰2

test, p Ø 0.998 in raw data and final sample). For this sample, good cause choices in Table H.2
are similar to those in our main study in Table B.1 and subject characteristics e�ectively pass a
randomization check. For each covariate in Table H.3, treatment indicators are jointly insignifi-
cant (all p > 0.150 except for age 25-34 and comprehension time), have virtually no explanatory
power (all R < 0.025), and a joint test across all covariates is insignificant (p = 0.821); covari-
ates similarly pass the randomization test in the raw data. As in our main study we consider a
slider ‘correct’ when placed at 23-27 and 73-77, so total e�ort is the sum of correct sliders; all
remaining sliders – di�erently placed and untouched – are considered ‘incorrect’.

Replication Although we alter several important parameters of our experiment, columns (5)-
(7) in Panels A and B of Table H.4 suggest our results are robust: a majority of e�ort is dedicated
to the social task (78.8%) when the social enterprise o�ers no commercial incentive, while both
the £0.25 and £1 treatments induce a more balanced e�ort allocation (43.7%, p = 0.000 and
40.1%, p = 0.000, respectively). While nominally higher and not statistically di�erent from full
balance (p = 0.108), the share of social e�ort in the £0.25 treatment is not di�erent from that in
the £1 treatment (p = 0.494). This additional study constitutes a successful replication of our
main experimental result that incentives can shift e�ort towards commercial tasks – especially
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Figure H.1: Social e�ort as share of total e�ort (top) and total e�ort (bottom), with 95%
confidence intervals; the dashed line represents a fully balanced e�ort allocation.

when low-powered, even when subjects allocate e�ort under a tight time constraint and decide
on total e�ort, as also summarized in the top panel of Figure H.1.

Incentive strength Relative to our main study, we added a treatment with even stronger
commercial task incentives in social enterprises, £2/slider. As visible in Figure H.1’s top panel
and in column (8) of Table H.4, Panels A and B, this higher-powered incentive does not distort
the e�ort allocation further away from social tasks, which now receive 40% of total e�ort. This
social e�ort share is di�erent from that obtained in the £0 treatment (p = 0.000), but not those
obtained in the £0.25 and £1 treatments (p = 0.477 and p = 0.978). This result provides further
evidence that the presence of incentives is more important than their strength, thus performing
an important coordination role in multitasking settings.

Total e�ort In our original experiment, we required subjects to place 15 sliders and, although
they could choose how many sliders to place correctly (in a way that would allow them to decide
total e�ort), most chose to place all the sliders and we detected no total e�ort di�erences across
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treatments. To examine this possible margin of adjustment more closely, we designed our second
study to allow subjects to choose how many of the 24 possible sliders to place in 1 minute; the
sliders/time ratio is thus identical to that in Gill and Prowse (2012). On average, subjects spend
58.5 seconds on the slider task, with 81.9% using the entire time available; we find no di�erences
across treatments in either of these measures (joint significance test, p = 0.926 and p > 0.649,
respectively). Out of a total of 14,140 possible sliders, 72.6% are placed correctly.

Across treatments, subjects placed an average of 17.4 sliders correctly; only 20% of subjects
placed all the sliders correctly, so we observe substantial variation in total e�ort. In Table H.4,
Panels D and E, columns (5)-(8) show that social enterprise total e�ort does not vary significantly
across the £0, £0.25, and £2 treatments (all pairwise p > 0.5), but it is lower in the £1 treatment
(0.014 Æ p Æ 0.023), as also visible in the bottom panel of Figure H.1. Note, however, that this
is the only treatment (i.e. organizational form by incentive level) where we observe lower total
e�ort and that the di�erences lose statistical significance when we adjust for multiple hypothesis
testing (0.059 Æ p Æ 0.095 for social enterprise comparisons only; p > 0.15 for comparisons of
all organizational forms) or when we add covariates to the regression in Table H.5. Moreover,
when we study the e�ect of incentives on social e�ort through OLS regressions in column (7) of
Table H.5, controlling for total e�ort does not a�ect our estimates, suggesting that this does not
represent an important margin of adjustment. Monetary rewards do not appear to influence total
e�ort in the social enterprise context, but instead a�ect how that e�ort is allocated, supporting
our emphasis on the nature of e�ort.

Organizational form Table H.4 allows us to compare the e�ect of incentives on total e�ort
and its allocation across organizational forms: for-profits in columns (1)-(4), social enterprises
in columns (5)-(8), and nonprofits in columns (9)-(12). Total e�ort is similar across firm types
at all bonus levels (with minor di�erences between social enterprises and other organizations in
the £1 treatment, see Panel F). In the absence of commercial task incentives, social e�ort is
around 78% in both for-profits and social enterprises (p = 0.711) but is significantly higher in
nonprofits (87%, p = 0.045 relative to social enterprises in Panel C and p = 0.018 relative to
for-profits). Once we introduce monetary rewards, however, behavior is similar across all three
organizational forms at all bonus levels: between 36.8% and 48.9% of total e�ort is allocated to
social tasks (the only significant di�erence occurs between for-profits and nonprofits in the £1
treatment, p = 0.028). These results are displayed in Figure H.1.

We investigate di�erences across organizational forms more formally in Panel A of Table H.5,
regressing our e�ort measures on incentive intensity and its interactions with firm type indicators.
In column (1) we abstract from organizational form: monetary rewards induce lower total e�ort
in the £1 treatment relative to the £0 treatment, but not in the £0.25 or £2 treatments. For
reasons discussed above and given its apparent non-linearity, it is unlikely this is a meaningful
and representative e�ect of incentives on total e�ort; this regression’s low R

2 also suggests that
incentives have little explanatory power for the number of correctly placed sliders. When we
account for organizational form (without or with controls) in columns (2) and (3), the lower
total e�ort in the £0.25 treatment becomes weaker and we uncover no di�erences across firm
types. These results match those in Table H.4 and support our contention that total e�ort does
not represent an important margin of adjustment.

In column (4), monetary rewards reduce social e�ort across all organizational forms: relative
to an 81% baseline in the £0 treatment, social e�ort is almost halved with incentives present.
However, this e�ect does not di�er across organizational forms when we add the interaction terms
without controls in column (5), with the exception of nonprofits in the £0 bonus treatment; this
di�erence disappears once we add controls in column (6). Results are similar when we control
for the total number of correctly placed sliders in column (7), highlighting that e�ort allocation
is largely independent of total e�ort in this study. In Panel B we draw similar conclusions when
we rerun the analysis combining the £0.25, £1, and £2 treatments.
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Figure H.2: Social e�ort for women (top) and men (bottom), with 95% confidence intervals;
the dashed line represents a fully balanced e�ort allocation.

Overall, nonprofits elicit higher social e�ort when incentives are absent, for-profits and social
enterprises always elicit similar responses, while any positive reward has virtually the same e�ect
on e�ort allocation, regardless of firm type. These findings appear to run counter to the results
of our main experiment, where firm labels do matter and we observe di�erences between social
enterprises and for-profits in the £1 treatment. However, we caution against interpreting these
organizational form results too strongly. Our primary focus was on understanding the roles of
total e�ort and stronger incentives, with the former requiring that we impose a tight time limit
of 1 minute. For this reason, it is likely that subjects were limited in their ability to engage with
their allocated organizational form and adjust their e�ort allocation when slider placement was
substantially time-constrained. In this context, subjects were likely predominantly preoccupied
with the commercial and social tasks themselves, which directly determine their payo�s, allo-
cating less attention to the organizational form; as they only saw one contract, they were also
unable to compare across companies relative to our main study. Thus, it is likely we are simply
capturing subject behavior in situations where both commercial and social tasks are available,
a framework that describes social enterprises better than for-profits or nonprofits.
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Figure H.3: Social e�ort for subjects with (top) and without (bottom) social sector experience,
with 95% confidence intervals; the dashed line represents a fully balanced e�ort allocation.

Heterogeneity As we stratified our randomization procedure by gender, we can compare the
e�ects of monetary rewards on e�ort allocation separately for men and women. Figure H.2 and
Table H.6, Panel A show that women exert nominally higher social e�ort across all organizational
types, both with and without incentives, but that this di�erence is not significant once we add
controls, except for a higher share of social e�ort in the £1 bonus nonprofit. Overall, as in our
main study, women and men behave similarly. We also collected data on prior work experience
in social enterprises or nonprofits. Although we did not stratify our treatments on this variable
– so results should be taken with caution –, we also check whether incentives operate di�erently
for subjects with and without social sector experience. Figure H.3 shows that subjects with such
experience exert nominally higher social e�ort at all incentive levels, especially high-powered,
but Table H.6, Panel B shows that the di�erences are not significant. In other words, workers
with social sector experience also respond to incentives.

Attention and manipulation checks The nature of online experiments trades o� a poten-
tially more representative sample of respondents against a controlled environment, where we can
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Figure H.4: Social e�ort for those passing all checks (top) and perceived treatments (bottom),
with 95% confidence intervals; the dashed line represents a fully balanced e�ort allocation.

ensure subjects allocate enough attention to tasks. To alleviate this problem, we included several
checks. In our main sample, 3.1% of subjects failed the attention check, 16% the incentive check,
and 30.8% the organizational form check. Failing the attention check is independent of failing
either other check, but subjects failing one manipulation check are more likely to also fail the
other; failing checks is independent of treatment, except for a lower failure rate in £0.25 or £1
bonus for-profits. For these reasons, our analysis so far retains all observations. As a sensitivity
analysis, we exclude all subjects who have failed at least one check (41.8%) and reproduce our
main analysis in the top panel of Figure H.4: while noisier, these estimates are remarkably sim-
ilar to our main ones. We also re-assign treatments based on the answers given to manipulation
checks in the bottom panel of Figure H.4: when considering the treatments subjects perceived,
we observe i) high social e�ort with a £0 incentive, ii) but similar across organizational forms,
and iii) a relatively similar shift of e�ort towards commercial tasks when incentives are present,
although slightly more muted for social enterprises and non-profits.
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Table H.1: Additional Study: Experimental Design

Recruitment: Prolific Academic, UK-based online platform (link)
Between-subject 3 ◊ 4 design:

• 3 organizational forms (for-profit/FP, social enterprise/SE, nonprofit/NP)
• 4 incentive levels (£0, £0.25, £1, £2)

Target number of subjects: 864 in total, 72 per cell, stratified by gender
Restrictions: UK resident, age 18-64, active labor force (not homemaker, disabled, retired)
Prior approval rate: > 90%, to ensure high-quality answers
Participation fee: £2 for 8 minutes
Bonuses: 10% or 1 in 10 subjects, up to £48 from slider task
Slider task: maximum 24 sliders in 1 minute
Good causes: The Big Issue Foundation, Fairtrade Foundation, Water Aid
Social preferences: compassion, prior social enterprise or nonprofit work experience

Table H.2: Additional Study: Choice of Good Cause

Workforce Fair and Water quality
reintegration equitable trade and environment Overall

FP SE NP FP SE NP FP SE NP FP SE NP

£0 16 15 18 9 11 10 40 40 38 65 66 66
£0.25 18 17 19 16 14 15 36 35 38 70 66 72
£1 16 15 17 13 14 14 40 39 37 69 68 68
£2 17 17 16 13 13 13 35 40 37 65 70 66

N 67 64 70 51 52 52 151 154 150 269 270 272
Total 201 155 455 811

Number of participants in each treatment that selected the given good cause.

Table H.3: Additional Study: Randomization Check

Characteristic (1) Mean (2) St. dev. (3) Joint p-value (4) R
2

Gender 0.515 (0.500) 0.483 0.012
Age 25-34 0.371 (0.483) 0.036 0.024
Age 35+ 0.514 (0.500) 0.165 0.018
Student 0.122 (0.327) 0.173 0.017
Bachelor degree 0.425 (0.494) 0.298 0.015
Master degree 0.208 (0.406) 0.786 0.007
Low income 0.419 (0.493) 0.906 0.006
Medium income 0.418 (0.493) 0.410 0.014
High income 0.115 (0.320) 0.550 0.011
Compassion 29.260 (5.104) 0.288 0.015
Social sector experience 0.234 (0.423) 0.739 0.008
Comprehension time 43.366 (30.851) 0.014 0.019
Question time 20.064 (9.528) 0.788 0.010
Compassion time 47.502 (22.869) 0.935 0.005

Each row presents results from a separate model regressing the characteristic on treatment indicators
and testing their joint significance. N = 811. The omitted age, education, and income categories
are 18-24, high school/other, and those who prefer not to answer.
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Table H.4: Additional Study: E�ort Allocation and Total E�ort

For-profit Social enterprise Nonprofit
(1) £0 (2) £0.25 (3) £1 (4) £2 (5) £0 (6) £0.25 (7) £1 (8) £2 (9) £0 (10) £0.25 (11) £1 (12) £2

A. Social e�ort (share)
0.771 0.418 0.368 0.371 0.788 0.437 0.401 0.400 0.874 0.411 0.489 0.403

(0.273) (0.375) (0.314) (0.325) (0.265) (0.310) (0.299) (0.303) (0.221) (0.294) (0.323) (0.296)
B. Social e�ort t-tests of equality of means across treatments, p-values

vs £0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
vs £0.25 0.395 0.435 0.494 0.477 0.136 0.871
vs £1 0.961 0.978 0.109

C. Social e�ort t-tests of equality of means across organizational forms, p-values
vs social enterprise 0.711 0.751 0.532 0.595 0.045 0.608 0.101 0.956

D. Total e�ort
18.553 17.600 17.231 17.984 17.757 17.893 15.441 17.471 17.924 17.763 17.044 16.621
(4.753) (5.945) (5.605) (4.543) (5.857) (5.566) (5.847) (5.441) (5.633) (5.635) (5.842) (5.745)

E. Total e�ort t-tests of equality of means across treatments, p-values
vs £0 0.307 0.144 0.486 0.891 0.023 0.768 0.867 0.376 0.190
vs £0.25 0.707 0.675 0.014 0.662 0.459 0.240
vs £1 0.396 0.036 0.673

F. Total e�ort t-tests of equality of means across organizational forms, p-values
vs social enterprise 0.394 0.766 0.069 0.554 0.867 0.891 0.112 0.377

Standard deviations in parentheses. See Table H.2 for sample sizes by treatment.
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Table H.5: Additional Study: Incentives and Organizational Form

Total e�ort Social e�ort (share)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

A. Incentive indicators
£0.25 -0.326 0.136 0.206 -0.390 -0.351 -0.344 -0.343

(0.552) (0.994) (0.944) (0.029) (0.050) (0.050) (0.051)
£1 -1.501 -2.316 -1.904 -0.392 -0.387 -0.393 -0.403

(0.559) (1.011) (0.986) (0.029) (0.049) (0.046) (0.046)
£2 -0.718 -0.286 -0.160 -0.420 -0.388 -0.370 -0.371

(0.536) (0.971) (0.930) (0.028) (0.049) (0.048) (0.049)
For-profit 0.796 0.600 -0.017 -0.027 -0.024

(0.931) (0.899) (0.047) (0.046) (0.047)
£0.25 ◊ For-profit -1.090 -1.079 -0.001 0.003 -0.002

(1.357) (1.280) (0.076) (0.073) (0.074)
£1 ◊ For-profit 0.994 0.745 -0.015 -0.010 -0.007

(1.351) (1.324) (0.070) (0.066) (0.066)
£2 ◊ For-profit -0.283 -0.295 -0.011 -0.037 -0.038

(1.268) (1.208) (0.072) (0.070) (0.071)
Nonprofit 0.167 0.349 0.086 0.049 0.051

(1.000) (0.926) (0.043) (0.044) (0.044)
£0.25 ◊ Nonprofit -0.297 -0.530 -0.113 -0.067 -0.069

(1.382) (1.304) (0.067) (0.066) (0.067)
£1 ◊ Nonprofit 1.436 1.165 0.002 0.021 0.027

(1.416) (1.375) (0.068) (0.065) (0.065)
£2 ◊ Nonprofit -1.017 -1.383 -0.083 -0.070 -0.077

(1.387) (1.324) (0.067) (0.066) (0.066)
R

2 0.010 0.019 0.126 0.244 0.254 0.356 0.361
B. Incentive presence

Incentive -0.847 -0.826 -0.628 -0.400 -0.376 -0.370 -0.373
(0.447) (0.822) (0.785) (0.022) (0.039) (0.039) (0.039)

For-profit 0.796 0.598 -0.017 -0.028 -0.025
(0.928) (0.896) (0.047) (0.046) (0.047)

Incentive ◊ For-profit -0.130 -0.212 -0.008 -0.013 -0.014
(1.078) (1.038) (0.057) (0.055) (0.056)

Nonprofit 0.167 0.340 0.086 0.048 0.050
(0.996) (0.923) (0.042) (0.044) (0.044)

Incentive ◊ Nonprofit 0.062 -0.226 -0.065 -0.037 -0.038
(1.145) (1.079) (0.052) (0.052) (0.052)

R
2 0.004 0.007 0.117 0.243 0.249 0.352 0.357

Controls No No Yes No No Yes Yes
Total e�ort No No No No No No Yes

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. N = 811. Standard errors in parentheses. Results from linear
regressions of total e�ort and social e�ort on incentive level or presence and their interactions with
organizational form; social enterprises are the baseline category. Controls include age, gender,
student status, education, income, compassion, social sector experience, comprehension time,
question time, compassion time, and mission.
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Table H.6: Additional Study: Heterogeneity in Social E�ort

For-profit Social enterprise Nonprofit
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

A. Gender
£0.25 -0.410 -0.361 -0.314 -0.353 -0.543 -0.487

(0.083) (0.078) (0.077) (0.078) (0.060) (0.064)
£1 -0.406 -0.397 -0.382 -0.390 -0.518 -0.480

(0.076) (0.070) (0.078) (0.072) (0.076) (0.077)
£2 -0.411 -0.377 -0.373 -0.375 -0.521 -0.496

(0.081) (0.077) (0.072) (0.072) (0.065) (0.066)
Female 0.032 0.002 0.126 0.043 0.003 0.022

(0.069) (0.061) (0.064) (0.071) (0.055) (0.059)
£0.25 ◊ Female 0.121 0.080 -0.084 -0.033 0.205 0.128

(0.112) (0.108) (0.101) (0.105) (0.084) (0.087)
£1 ◊ Female 0.005 0.012 -0.030 -0.039 0.226 0.172

(0.102) (0.094) (0.099) (0.096) (0.096) (0.098)
£2 ◊ Female 0.023 -0.048 -0.026 -0.024 0.095 0.088

(0.106) (0.105) (0.095) (0.096) (0.091) (0.094)
R

2 0.223 0.376 0.255 0.386 0.366 0.443
B. Social sector experience

£0.25 -0.417 -0.380 -0.342 -0.340 -0.478 -0.428
(0.066) (0.062) (0.060) (0.060) (0.052) (0.051)

£1 -0.383 -0.378 -0.384 -0.389 -0.386 -0.385
(0.060) (0.054) (0.059) (0.054) (0.054) (0.052)

£2 -0.374 -0.384 -0.375 -0.371 -0.482 -0.453
(0.060) (0.058) (0.058) (0.056) (0.055) (0.056)

Experience 0.049 0.040 0.075 0.096 -0.032 -0.075
(0.071) (0.060) (0.065) (0.072) (0.063) (0.072)

£0.25 ◊ Experience 0.221 0.205 -0.022 -0.108 0.059 0.028
(0.117) (0.107) (0.110) (0.112) (0.094) (0.102)

£1 ◊ Experience -0.086 -0.037 0.001 -0.079 -0.005 0.005
(0.112) (0.108) (0.107) (0.105) (0.121) (0.119)

£2 ◊ Experience -0.123 -0.085 -0.021 -0.053 0.038 0.021
(0.137) (0.139) (0.113) (0.121) (0.097) (0.109)

R
2 0.241 0.388 0.241 0.387 0.313 0.435

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Standard errors in parentheses. N = 269
(for-profits), 270 (social enterprises), and 272 (nonprofits). Results from linear regres-
sions of social e�ort on incentive level and its interactions with gender or social sector
experience; social enterprises are the baseline category. For controls, see Table H.5.
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